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Abstract
Activities, conducted in the logistics sector, contribute to pollute the world. Especially,
road transportation contaminates the environment with the release of exhaust emissions.
Transport volumes as well as the proportion of the road sector are constantly rising,
which intensifies its environmental impacts. In order to determine the main culprits of
pollution, Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA) are used. These concepts are mostly
ambiguous, fuzzy and hard to present in a comprehensive way.
The main purpose of the present thesis is to develop an analysis in order to investigate
the environmental impacts of road transportation along a certain supply chain. An
academic resource was used as database, in order to develop and test an exhaust
emission calculation in cooperation with a case company.
Besides CO2, this assessment also focuses on the measurement of other exhaust
emissions like Nox, PM or CO. Furthermore, economic factors like, costs caused per
transport are calculated. Aspects, like capacity utilization, the use of environmentally
friendly tires or eco-friendly driving styles, are included in the analysis. These factors
influence fuel consumption and thus the final production of exhaust emissions. A
detailed description of each factor and calculation step is illustrated in this thesis.
Due to a high complexity of transportation, this analysis is limited to road
transportation. The fundament of the analysis builds the categorization of crafts due to
the Euro standards. Hence, just transports conducted with crafts, manufactured within
the European Union, can be evaluated.
A validation test and in-depth interviews were conducted in order to approve the
practicability of the developed assessment. During this process, strengths and
weaknesses of the analysis were identified. Finally, the analysis is critically examined
by showing its application constraints as well as prospective development opportunities.
An enlargement, to include other transport modes, material handling activities in order
to measure impacts during intermodal transportation along a whole transportation chain,
is a prospect outlook.
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the context and purpose of the current thesis. First, a brief
summary of the background of the topic as well as a description of actual problems in the
discussed field of Environmental Impact Assessment, is presented. Furthermore,
limitations of the current paper are explained. The aim of this chapter is to create a clear
understanding of the objectives and framework of this thesis. Finally, the case company is
shortly described.

1.1 Background
Nowadays, every human has to be aware of the fact that basically almost all of our
activities contaminate the environment. In particular, logistics contributes in polluting
through the exhaust of emissions. Within logistics operations, the majority of emissions
are caused by road freight (Jackson, 2010). Hence, road transportation, which includes
private cars, trucks and buses, is the main causer of pollution. It directly affects residents,
ecosystems and water quality not only through the release of greenhouse gases (GHG)
but also through the fragmentation and replacement of natural cover with artificial
surfaces like streets. In addition, water near highways and roads is contaminated with
heavy metals and salt, for instance (Demirel, Sertel, Kaya & Seker, 2008). Furthermore,
noise caused by vehicles has a significant impact to community noise and affects
therefore human health. Due to the increasing number of vehicles, the construction of
new roads has been enlarged during the last decades all over the world. Hence, the
construction of roads has become a complex, often disruptive and environmentally
controversial process (Arenas, 2008).
More and more consumers pay attention to the above described impacts. Therefore,
companies have to face a rising pressure to develop environmentally friendly products
not only due to a higher customer awareness of environmental issues but also because of
governmental regulations, whose attempt is to reach ambitious emission reduction targets
(Bocken, Allwood, Willey & King, 2011). The main question is finally to determine the
main culprits of pollution in order to put weight on the right methods to develop
sustainability.
In principle, international trade generates greenhouse gases, by either the production of
goods or by the transportation of them between the trading partners (Christea, Hummels
& Puzzello, 2011). Products contaminate the environment generally through emissions
arising from sourcing of raw material, manufacturing, storage, distribution, use and
disposal. All of those activities have one thing in common - they demand transportation
(Bocken et al., 2011).
Generally, the amount of freight transported is rising. The total inland freight
transportation in the EU-27 (member countries of the European Union) was
approximately 2.2 million tons-kilometers (tkm) in 2009. 77.5 % of this freight was
transported over roads (Eurostat, 2012). A modal shift from road and air towards rail
would contribute to reach the EU’s target to cut CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions.
However, in 2010 the emissions reached 949 million tones and should be reduced by 182
million tons by 2020. The transportation sector is nowadays responsible for 24 % of
global CO2 emissions, where road transport contributes 92 %, aviation 6 %, rail 2 % and
inland waterway shipping 0.5 % (Rothengatter, 2009). As a matter of fact the volume
shipped with each transport mode influences these numbers. Nowadays, the majority of
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goods are transported via roads. This trend is still ongoing and illustrated in the graph of
Appendix 1, which shows the modal split of transportation.
The use of energy is increasing fast in the freight transportation sector. The supply of
petroleum and emission of greenhouse gases are issues, coming along with higher energy
consumption (Winebrake, Corbett, Falzarano, Hawker, Korfmacher, Ketha & Zilora,
2008). As example, the increase of energy usage by transport in Europe is presented in
the illustration of Appendix 2. This figure shows that the consumption of transportation is
significantly rising each year. The decrease in the years 2008-2010 are due to the
economic crises and therefore neglect able (Eurostat, 2012). A main reason for the rise in
energy consumption of transportation is not only the higher transport volume but also the
lack of economical alternatives. Although the technical potential to reduce the energy
intensity of vehicles is detected around 25-50 %, the economic potential is much smaller.
This means that alternative fuels for example can reduce the GHG emissions per unit of
energy used. Nevertheless the supplies are not sufficient and the prices are very high
which casts the application of alternative fuels into doubts when it comes to economic
matters or efficiency. Thus, current trends show that the energy intensity may not fall in
the coming 30 years (Michaelis & Davidson, 1996).
These three aspects, namely the increase of the transportation volume, the shift towards a
higher proportion of transportation on the road and the lack of incentives towards less
energy consuming transport modes emphasizes the utmost importance of sustainable and
green transportation in the future. The implementation, improvement and management of
an environmentally friendly supply chain are challenges decision-makers have to cope
with, nowadays. Strategies like lean production (in order to reduce waste) or the
implementation of Environmental Management Systems (EMS), like reverse logistics,
have been addressed by companies in order to cope with the sustainability challenge
(Vachon & Klassen, 2006). To carry the responsibility as an organization means in first
step to be able to measure and calculate the impact transportation has on the environment
in order to assign the emissions to every freight movement (Sternberg, Hagen, Paganelli
& Lumsden, 2010). This analysis can be done with the so called Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA).

1.2 Problem description & Research questions
Decision-makers across the public and private sector tend to integrate environmental
aspects into their planning and activities. In order to do so, many analysts and
practitioners ask for a more systematically use of analytical tools to evaluate the
environmental systems. The main intention is to provide reasonable data to form relevant
and well-structured knowledge, which is going to be attached to the decision-making
process. Currently, a number of different concepts to analyze the environmental impacts
of different systems are available and widely applied (Ahlroth, Nilsson, Finnveden,
Hjelm & Hochschorner, 2011). These methods are for instance, the so-called Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA), Environmental Management Systems (EMS), Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA), Cost-benefit Analysis (CBA) or the analysis of various exhaust
emissions. However, in practice as well as in theory there is no single, agreed way of how
to conduct an EIA (Anjaneyulu & Manickam 2007).
Impacts can vary to a high extend and are hard to present in a comprehensible way.
Therefore conclusions drawn from these assessments are difficult (Ahlroth et al., 2011).
A large amount of academic literature focuses on the emissions generated within a
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production process and examines methods to control and decrease the pollution due to the
fabrication of goods. However, the emissions caused by (international) transportation are
mainly overlooked. Agreements and regulations, efforts to collect the necessary data as
well as measurements to determine the contribution of international freight
transportations to CO2 emissions are mostly neglected and limited in scope (Christea et
al., 2011).
Furthermore, sustainability cannot be calculated with a single dimension. A combination
of economic, social and environmental indicators is necessary to execute an EIA
successfully (Bloemhof, van der Laan & Beijer, 2011). In addition data collected to
measure the environmental impact are often complex, ambiguous, dispersed and gathered
from multiple monitoring networks run by different organizations (Demirel et al., 2008).
The so-called carbon foot printing is currently the most popular method to measure the
environmental impact. Carbon footprints mainly contain a lot of fuzziness as numerous
standards, guidelines, methods or online calculators are applied, which hinder a
comparable, accurate and representative outcome. Hence, the danger of using the
customers’ demand for sustainability, to gain advantage through a well-executed
marketing campaign, by using a less developed carbon foot printing analysis, for
companies is high (Jackson, 2010).
The above mentioned problems create a need for an integrated Environmental Impact
Assessment of road transportation for theory and practice. An analysis, which is going to
calculate not only different exhaust emissions caused by road transportation, but also
includes qualitative aspects, like for instance if environmentally friendly driving is
applied. In the face of this gap the purpose of the present master thesis is to answer the
following research questions by using appropriate research methods and concepts:
How can road transportation be analyzed concerning its environmental impact along a
supply chain of a specific company by selecting appropriate assessment approaches?
How can road transportation be analyzed concerning its environmental impact by not
only calculating exhaust emissions, but also including qualitative factors (e.g.
environmentally friendly tires) or additional dimensions (e.g. costs)?
After the theoretic compilation of various EIA methods in the literature, an assessment
will be developed in cooperation with the case company Agility logistics AB.
Consecutively, a validation test is conducted. This procedure will help to successfully
emphasize the most relevant key points to determine the impacts of road transportation in
a specific supply chain, not just in theory, but also from a practical point of view.

1.3 Main purpose and objective
The main purpose of the present thesis is to develop an Environmental Impact
Assessment in order to investigate the environmental impacts of road transportation along
a certain supply chain. The case company Agility logistics AB intends to develop a service
product to measure their customers’ supply chain regarding their environmentally
friendliness.
An exhaust emission calculation, based on an academic source, is developed in
cooperation with the case company. The final analysis is presented and tested in the
frame of this thesis.
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1.4 Limitations
As already mentioned, a huge amount of aspects, dimensions and factors regarding
Environmental Impact Assessments are discussed in the academic literature. Due to space
reasons, the here developed assessment is limited in scope. First of all, the paper
investigates the impacts of road transportation only. Other transport modes like air or sea
are not discussed in the frame of this thesis. Secondly, the focus of this Environmental
Impact Assessment is put on the calculation of exhaust emissions. Other dimensions like
noise pollution or social factors (health) are excluded. As reference numbers of the
European Union are applied for the calculation of exhaust emissions (explained in detail
in chapter 4), the analysis is limited to examine transport activities conducted with
vehicles manufactured within the European Union.

1.5 Company case description
Agility logistics AB is a provider of integrated logistics services with more than 22,000
employees. Its mission is to facilitate trade through innovative and sustainable supply
chain solutions. It has around 550 offices located in 100 different countries. The
headquarters of the company is situated in Kuwait, where Agility logistics AB was
established in 1979. The logistics service provider mainly operates in emerging countries
(one of the only top 10 logistics providers in that sector), as the firm has deep knowledge
in many of their local markets and cultures (Agility logistics, 2012). In particular, the
company offers special solutions for fairs and event logistics, chemical logistics and
project logistics, inventory and material management (Agility logistics, 2012). In the
transportation area, Agility logistics AB offers products in road freight ranging from Full
Truck Loads (FTL) to Less than Truck Load (LTL) transports and offers equipment for
every type of shipment (e.g. refrigerated vehicles, ...). As the name Agility logistics AB
already states, the company tries to focus on agile and flexible transport solutions (Agility
logistics, 2012). Besides the basic services as a logistics provider, environmental
sustainability plays an important role in the social responsibility of the organization
(Agility logistics, 2011).
Agility logistics AB intends to develop a consultancy service that offers clients the
opportunity to review their current supply chain set-up through an EIA in order to
identify the environmental impacts caused by their road transportation activities along the
entire supply chain. Developing such a product entails designing the required data sheets
for capturing the required information, suggesting an analysis methodology and providing
a process of an appropriate application.
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2 Literature review
This chapter provides a theoretical framework of EIA concepts. First of all an overview
of definitions is given in order to create a collective understanding for all participants
(e.g.: interview partners, readers, …). Secondly, methods, which are used in order to
analyze the impacts of activities on the environment, are described. Finally, a brief
discussion of the different concepts is shown. Overall, a selective approach for the
assortment of the here presented methods was chosen in order to provide an overview.
The framework for this selection is described in chapter 3.

2.1 Definitions of terms related to environmental impacts
Nowadays, strategies in Supply Chain Management focus on achieving sustainable
supply chains. EIAs are the basis in order to increase the sustainability of services or
products, according to the management adage: ”You can’t manage what you cannot
measure” (Deming, 2000, p. 293). Many definitions about the term sustainability exist in
the academic literature. These generic definitions are mostly used as synonyms for the
words “carbon”, “climate change” or “green” (Jackson, 2010). Historically, the concept
of sustainability was firstly defined in 1987 by the United Nations’ World Commission
on Environment and Development (WCED) as “sustain- ability means being able to
satisfy current needs without compromising the possibility for future generations to
satisfy their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p.
10). This definition is still widely accepted (Jackson, 2010).
According to Bloemhof and Van Nunen (2008) a Sustainable Supply Chain Management
(SSCM) refers to ”all forward processes in the chain, like as procurement of materials,
production and distribution, as well as the reverse processes to collect and process
returned used or unused products and/or parts of products in order to ensure socioeconomically and ecologically sustainable recover” (Bloemhof & Van Nunen, 2008, p.
26). At the beginning researchers focused mainly on the use of natural resources and
influence of quality of life related to sustainability. Nowadays the concepts of
sustainability concentrate more on the so-called ”triple bottom line” approach, which is
based on the relationship among the three perspectives economic, environmental and
social. Economic means a healthy growth of the economy, where resources are produced
adequately in order to keep a reasonable standard of living. The social perspective
focuses on the right of everyone to be treated fairly and equally. The environmental
principle concentrates on the protection of environmental resources (Caniato, Caridi &
Crippa, 2012). That means in summary that in order to achieve sustainability, impacts of
supply chains on the environment have to be measured at first with the aid of
Environmental Impact Assessments.

2.2 Definitions of Environmental Impact Assessments
First of all, the term Environmental Impact Assessment is going to be analyzed by
splitting up the words and defining each of them separately. After that the relationship of
these expressions will be investigated. Environmental Impact Assessment and
Environmental Impact Analysis are used synonymously in the current thesis, as no
remarkable difference could be found in the academic literature by the researchers.
”Environment” is described as the sum of all living and non-living things that surround
an organism or a group of organisms. Based on that environment includes all elements
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that have an impact on the development of a specific organism. For instance, light,
temperature, water, atmospheric gases is considered as environment as well (Business
dictionary, 2012a). “Impact” can be defined as ”any change in the physical, chemical,
biological, cultural or socio-economic environmental system as a result of activities
relating to a project” (Anjaneyulu & Manickam, 2007, p.1). Consequently,
environmental impact describes any change to the environment, whether adverse or
beneficial, wholly or partially resulting from an organization’s activities, products or
services (Anjaneyulu & Manickam, 2007, p.2). An “Assessment” is defined as an
analysis of the security, effectiveness and potential of an existing or planned activity. It
contains the judgment of motives, qualifications and characteristics of those activities
(Business dictionary, 2012b). In summary EIA can be understood as the analysis of
environmental impacts by using different evaluation methods which have diverse
dimensions (e.g. health, risk, cost etc.).
Historically, the first recognized EIA was established in 1970 by the US National
Environmental Policy ACT (NEPA) (Cashmore, 2004). These assessments were and are
still important components, integrated in the decision making process of projects, plans
and actions (Mariott, 1997). Hence, EIA is used on a daily basis at organizations to
constantly evaluate the impacts of their supply chains and projects. The DoE (1995)
defines Environmental Impact Assessment as a ”process by which information about the
environmental effects of a project is collected, both by the developer and from other
sources, and taken into account by the relevant decision making body before a decision is
given on whether the development should go ahead”(cited in Morris & Therivel, 1995,
p.3). The UNECE defines the term simply as an assessment of impacts of a planned
activity on the environment (cited in Morris & Therivel, 1995). The author Arenas (2008)
distinguishes between the terms Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). He defines the assessment as ”the procedure for considering all
the environmental consequences of a decision to endorse legislation, putting into practice
policies and plans or to initiate transportation infrastructure projects” (Arenas, 2008,
p.174). He refers that ”an EIS corresponds to the final step of an environmental
assessment exercise where the conclusions of the assessment are put out in a
communicable form to the concerned developers, authorities and the general public”
(Arenas, 2008, p.174). His outcome is, that an Environmental Impact Analysis does not
make decisions, but is essential for the whole decision process. As final output of an EIA
a statement is generated, that allows decision makers to act appropriately based on these
results. Cashmore (2004) states that ”Environmental Impact Assessment is a decision tool
employed to identify and evaluate the probable environmental consequences of certain
proposed development actions” (Cashmore, 2004, p.404). Here, assessment is
characterized as a “decision tool” and not just as a decision enabler like mentioned
before. The importance of the analysis of environmental impacts is emphasized by
connecting the term with sustainability. There it is defined as ”a useful tool for promoting
sustainable development because it includes many components that can help facilitate
intragenerational and intergenerational equity” (Bruhn-Tysk & Eklund, 2002, p. 131).
This explanation mainly refers to social factors, as equity in this context means the ability
of individuals to increase or decrease their living standard easily within a society.
Anjaneyulu & Manickam (2007) state, that ”Environmental Impact Assessment is an
activity designed to identify and predict the impact of a project on
biogeophysicochemical environment and on human health so as to recommend
appropriate legislative measures, programs, and operational procedures to minimize the
impact” (Anjaneyulu & Manickam 2007, p.1).
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Overall, the conduction of an EIA requires taking various aspects into account. Its main
purpose, to identify the total impact of activities on the environment, remains stable and
clear through all different descriptions (Anjaneyulu & Manickam, 2007). The definition
of Anjaneyulu and Manickam (2007) was slightly adjusted and combined with the
previously mentioned ones in order to generate a working definition. The following
definition is applied in order to create a collective understanding of the topic for all
participating individuals (e.g. interview partners) and organizations (e.g. case company):
Environmental Impact Assessment is designed to identify and predict the
impact of a project, process or activity on the biological, geographical, physical, chemical and/or socio-economical environment in order to recommend
appropriate legislative measures, programs or operational procedures to
minimize their negative impact.
Figure 2-1

Definition of Environmental Impact Assessment (own illustration)

In figure 2-1 Environmental Impact Analysis is described as a method to enable decisions
and includes a broad range of factors. The above mentioned definition is now used in all
working papers (e.g. interview guideline), developed in the frame of this thesis.

2.3 Environmental Impact Analyses identified in the literature
In this section, a selective choice of EIAs is illustrated. During the literature research
many analysis concepts, focusing on the measurement of environmental impacts, were
found. A selection was done (described in chapter 3), based on the need of finding a
multi-dimensional model, which covers a broad spectrum of aspects in the road
transportation sector and builds the fundament for further development. These methods
are:
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA),
Cost benefit Analysis (CBA),
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA),
Environmental Management Systems (EMS),
Exhaust emission analysis of road transportation
The next sections define these models, explain their application, strengths and
weaknesses in order to provide a critical viewpoint of their practicability.
2.3.1 Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
Strategic Environmental Assessment is defined as a method to measure environmental
impacts, which focuses on a strategic level of impact evaluation (ECMT, 1998).
According to the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT), SEA is
defined as ”the formalized, systematic and comprehensive process of evaluating the
environmental impacts of a strategic action and its alternatives, including the
preparation of a written report on the findings of that evaluation, and using the findings
in publicly accountable decision making” (ECMT, 1998, p. 15). The scope of SEA in the
transportation sector is to enable a structuring of impacts due to their strategic importance
and to emphasize key environmental benefits and costs of every transportation mode.
This is done by comparing a process or activity at the same time with its alternative
options in order to provide relevant data for decision making (ECMT, 1998). An
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overview of environmental impacts, possible to be evaluated with an SEA and examples
of their related indicators are illustrated in table 2-1. Besides frequently mentioned factors
like climate change, air or water, also aspects like noise, accidents and archaeological
factors are shown.
Table 2-1

Impacts and indicators for a transport related SEA (ECMT, 1998)

Impacts and indicators of Strategic Environmental Assessments
Impact

Examples of indicators

Climate change

Emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2 , CH4..)

Acidification

Emissions of SO2 , NOx

Use of natural resources

Energy consumption, land take

Loss of biodiversity

Loss or damage of habitats and species

Air quality

Emissions or concentrations or pollutants

Water quality

Number of water sources affected, concentration of pollutants

Visual impacts

Scale and key physical characteristics

Severance

Barriers, population size in affected areas

Noise

Noise levels, affected surface, population affected

Accidents

Fatality and injury rates

Historical, archaeological, nature conservation

Recognized sites and areas of importance

A key advantage of using a Strategic Environmental Assessment is the flexible
framework this method provides by combining many other analytical concepts, like LCA
or CBA (Ahlroth et al., 2011). A main weakness is that the application is neither
institutionalized nor harmonized. As result, a SEA cannot be used generically and differs
to a huge extend from case to case (Ahlroth et al., 2011).
2.3.2 Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Cost Benefit Analysis is a concept, which helps managers during their decision making
process. CBA related to road transportation and environment is primarily used for
evaluating policy programs and capital expenditure by assessing congestion for instance
in order to reduce the impacts during the infrastructure designing process (Browne &
Ryan 2010). CBA focuses on monetary factors by evaluating possible positive and
negative impacts of a companies’ project on the environment. Its aim is to minimize costs
necessary to the achievement of a given purpose while maximizing advantages (Awasthi,
Chauhan & Omrani, 2011). CBA involves shifts of costs and benefits, which means an
economic transfer. Costs for one group might mean benefits for another. Larger vehicles
for instance, tend to increase safety for their occupants on one hand but increase the risk
to other road users on the other hand (Browne & Ryan 2010).
The main strength of CBAs in road transportation is the comparison of costs and benefits
in a clear and transparent way. As all factors are transferred into measureable numbers,
all impacts can be internalized and quantified in the form of tangible indicators. A
weakness is that lead times dominate the benefits, which causes the danger that
environmental impacts are underestimated. In addition, some impacts (e.g. air or noise
pollution) cannot directly be measured and monetized (Awasthi et al., 2011). Especially
socio-economic or political ones like quality of life are hard to quantify (Browne & Ryan,
2010).
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2.3.3 Life cycle assessment (LCA)
According to the ISO 14040, Life Cycle Assessment is a concept to measure possible
environmental impacts and resources used through a product’s life cycle. The term
”product” includes both goods and services (cited in Ahlroth et al., 2011). LCA is
described as a systematic approach used to manage environmental impacts of products
and service systems. This method is applied on several levels, which require conceptual
and data-intensive methodology elements (Fava, 1995). The conceptual level, refers to a
thought process that drives to the selection of options for design and improvement. The
methodical layer is a way to first build a quantitative/qualitative inventory of
environmental burdens or releases. Secondly, the impacts of those burdens or releases are
assessed. Thirdly, alternatives are discovered to improve the environmental performance.
Duda and Shaw (1997) described four steps of Life Cycle Assessment, which are
necessary to undergo subsequently for a successful conduction:
1) Goal and scope definition: includes the description and limitation of the goals, the
assessment is based on. Its Boundaries are clarified.
2) Inventory analysis: is related to the inventory and production of goods. Quantification
of energy and raw material requirements as well as of the expected and estimated
environmental emissions of the product, process or activity, is done.
3) Impact assessment: is the analysis of impacts, which tries to translate the collected
data into expected effects on human or ecological health and resource depletion.
Products are classified into “stressor” groups or “sets of conditions that may lead to
impacts”.
4) Interpretation: is an improvement analysis, where recommendations and suggestions
are made based on the results of the previous stages (Duda & Shaw,1997).
The interrelations between these steps are shown in figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2

Outline of a generic Life Cycle Assessment process (Duda and Shaw, 1997)

The main benefit of using LCAs is the standardized process and interpretation possibility
of the results, which makes this analysis very transparent compared to others (Awasthi et
al., 2011). The fact that LCA does not include any social aspects is its main weakness.
LCA is used to describe the environmental impacts of a product during its life cycle and
is hence not directly applicable to examine transportation activities (Awasthi et al., 2011).
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2.3.4 Environmental Management Systems (EMS)
An Environmental Management System is defined as ”a procedural tool for structured
and effective management of environmental issues in organizations” (Ahlroth et al.,
2011, p.150). Organizations use EMSs in order to consequently get certified by the
International Standards Organization (ISO) (Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002). This means
that firms, which work according to the ISO standards, evaluate their activities, products
or services based on their environmental impacts (Ahlroth et al., 2011). Firms that
implement EMSs, improve their regulatory compliance, which in turn upgrades their
corporate image and increase profits (Darnall, Jolley & Handfield, 2008). After the
prioritizing of possible impacts, firms perform a weighting of them. (Ahlroth et al.,
2011). Zobel and Burman (2004) state that a broad variety of methods for weighting
environmental aspects exist (cited in Ahlroth et al., 2011).
Strength of this method is that the use of EMS supports organizations to quantify and
report their environmental performances in a standardized way (Claudio & Serena, 2012).
Moreover, this concept covers different sectors and types of organizations and includes a
great variability of factors (Claudio & Serena, 2012). Overall, this analysis combines
several methods (e.g. LCA, CBA, …) (Ahlroth et al., 2011). Because of the high degree
of standardization, an application for road transportation is difficult.
2.3.5 Exhaust emission analysis for road transportation
Another approach of analyzing environmental impacts is the calculation of exhaust
emissions. Exhaust emissions from road transportation arise from the combustion of fuel
(e.g. gasoline, diesel, natural gas, …) in internal combustion engines. Such analyses are
dependent on the cargo transported, fuel used, engine size and on the weight or
technological level of the vehicle (Gan, 2003). Furthermore, factors like infrastructure
(e.g. highway, rural or urban areas) influence the level of emissions as well.
As main products of the combustion process CO2 and H2O are generated. Further byproducts, which are caused during an incomplete fuel oxidation are for instance CO,
particular matters (PM), NOx or SOx. Non-exhaust emissions like fuel evaporation from
vehicles, tire wear or brake wear are not taken into account for this assessment. In
general, the most important pollutants by road vehicles are:
Greenhouse gases (CO2, N2O)
Ozone precursors (CO, NOX, NMVOCs)
Acidifying substances (NH3, NOX, SO2)
Toxic substances (dioxins and furans) (Ntziachristos and Samaras, 2009)
According to the European Topic Centre on Air and Climate Change, road transportation
contributes to 42% of total NOx emissions, 47% of total CO emissions and 18.4% of total
PM emissions on the EU-15 level (ETC/ACC, 2012). Hence, calculating these gases is
crucial for an exhaust emission analysis of road transportation.
Since the 1970s, emissions from road vehicles have been controlled and limited by the
European legislation. In order to meet these requirements the automotive industry is
continuously encouraged to improve their technologies. The Euro classification
categorizes road vehicles according to their production of emissions. After 1992 these
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standards became mandatory in all European member states. The categorization is based
on the model year, fuel type and weight or size of a vehicle. Depending on these factors
average exhaust emission values for each category are provided (Ntziachristos &
Samaras, 2009). A detailed description of the Euro standards are illustrated in chapter 4,
as this classification was used as fundament for the assessment developed in the frame of
this thesis.
The next paragraphs present an approach to calculate exhaust emissions by taking various
categories of road vehicles (based on the Euro standards) into consideration. Three
different measurement methods (Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3) are provided, which are reliant
on how much and what information (e.g. distance, speed, vehicle technology) about road
transportation is available. The decision tree in figure 2-3 allows an easy allocation of the
different approaches, depending on the input data.

Figure 2-3

Decision tree for exhaust emission from road transport (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009)

The Tier 1 approach focuses on fuel consumption as indicator to calculate exhaust
emissions. The consumption of fuel is combined with reference numbers of emissions,
provided from standardized tables. This method uses the following algorithm:
Ei = Σj [Σm (FCj,m * EFi,j,m)]
Ei = emission of pollutant i[g]
FCj,m = fuel consumption of vehicle category j using fuel m [kg]
EFi,j,m = fuel consumption-specific emission factor of pollutant i for vehicle category j and fuel m [g/kg]

The vehicles category includes passenger cars, light-duty, heavy duty vehicles,
motorcycles and mopeds. The fuel category contains gasoline, diesel or natural gas. The
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emission factors are provided in units of grams per vehicle-kilometre (Ntziachristos &
Samaras, 2009). These categories are presented in chapter 4.
The Tier 2 approach includes fuel, which is used by different vehicle categories and their
emission standards. The algorithm used for this method focuses on annual emissions
caused by the whole fleet and not on single transports (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009).
The Tier 3 method combines technical data (e.g. emission factors) and activity data (e.g.
total vehicle km) for the calculation of exhaust emissions. A distinction is made between
emissions caused during the ‘hot’ established phase and the transient ‘warming up’ phase.
This differentiation is made as substantial variances in vehicle emission performance
were identified during the two phases. Furthermore, this approach distinguishes between
urban, rural and highway driving. Different driving situations demand different engine
performance and cause finally distinct emissions (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009).

2.4 Summary of described analyses
Table 2-2 illustrates the main characteristics of the described assessment models and
provides an overview of values and weights required for the analysis. A generic
weighting, with monetary or non-monetary values, instead of a company specific
increases the level of transparency and comparability. Moreover, money and time can be
saved by using existing weights instead of generating new ones (Ahlroth et al., 2011).
The table was adjusted by the authors in order to delimitate it to the methods described in
this thesis.
Table 2-2

Characteristics of environmental systems analysis (Ahlroth et al., 2011 adjusted)

Characteristics of environmental systems analysis
Method

Users

Study object

Need for
weighting

Monetary/
nonmonetary
weights

Generic or
specific weights

CBA

Policy makers, public
sector agencies

Projects,
Policies

Required

Monetary

Both generic and
site specific

LCA

Policy makers, public
sector agencies,
companies

Products,
production
systems,
policies

Optional

Both

Primarily generic

SEA

Policy makers, public
sector agencies

Policies, plans
and programs

Optional

Both

Primarily generic

Management of
organization

Required

Primarily
nonmonetary

Generic or
company specific

Management,
Transportation

Optional

Both

Generic or
company specific

EMS
Exhaust
emission
analysis

Companies,
organizations,
agencies
Companies,
organizations, public
sector

As conclusion, the Tier 1 approach for calculating exhaust emissions of road
transportation, is used as fundament for an Environmental Impact Assessment presented
in the current thesis. The main reason of selecting this method is that the Tier 1 allows an
integration of many different aspects (cargo weight, truck type, …). Moreover, not only
CO2 but also other emissions like CO, NMVOC, NOx, N2O or PM can be calculated by
using standardized data (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009). The Tier 2 and Tier 3 method
were excluded, as they demand more complex input data than Tier 1.
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3 Research design and methodology used
This chapter provides an overview of the activities and methods, used in the frame of the
current thesis. In the beginning, the selection process of EIA methods, which are
described in the previous chapter, is explained. Then, all steps undergone to choose and
approach the case company are presented. The data collection and analysis process of
the validation test is presented. Finally, the research design applied is evaluated. Finally,
an illustration summarizes the methodologies and outline of this paper.

3.1 Basic research concepts applied
Since the research questions, mentioned in chapter 1 require an extensive empiric survey
beyond the capability of a singular master thesis, a two-step approach was chosen.
Firstly, a theoretical literature review provides the background for an understanding of
the topic and terms. Secondly, an empirical part in form of a case study, is presented.
Cooperating with a case company was beneficial, as the complexity of the topic requires
in-depth knowledge from a practical perspective. In general Environmental Impact
Analyses vary in time, space and have many distinctive perspectives (Glasson, Therivel
& Chadwick, 2005). Hence, the conduction of an EIA is highly dependent on the specific
process, different companies or industries.
In general, qualitative as well as quantitative data were used in the frame of this thesis.
Quantitative research methods are based on standardised, numerical data, conducted
through the aid of statistics or diagrams. In contrast, a qualitative approach collects data
of a non-standardised and complex nature, which requires a categorisation to support a
meaningful analysis (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2009). The developed Environmental
Impact Assessment contains mainly of quantitative data (e.g. calculation of exhaust
emissions based on fuel consumption). The validation test was done through the
conduction of in-depth interviews, which only provide qualitative information. A
qualitative approach for the interviews is appropriate, as it fits the objectives for
exploratory purposes in case or field studies, according to Lee (1999).
Overall an inductive approach was chosen for this paper. The inductive method starts
with using empirical data in order to build a theoretical framework, whereas the
deductive concept means in first step the development of a model from theory which is
further tested by using empirical data (Saunders et al., 2009). The result of this test
attempts to falsifying or approving the created concept (Gill & Johnson, 2010). As
required for the inductive approach empirical data from the case company Agility
logistics AB built the basis for the development of an EIA. As next step, possible
assessment models were identified in the literature. An exhaust emission calculation
method was selected and modified in order to conduct an impact analysis of road
transportation. Finally, the quality was evaluated through a test run of the analysis and
consecutive in-depth expert interviews with the case company and two of its customers.

3.2 Approach for the literature review
At the beginning of the literature review, information about the term Environmental
Impact Analysis concerning its different definitions, concepts and application is
presented. In the face of a huge amount of potential sources, a selective approach was
chosen for this literature review. Basically, academic articles and books were targeted as
potential sources. Academic articles give an insight of current research and cover
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multiple industries and fields of economy. Books provide a broad, holistic overview of
the topic.
The following databases were chosen for the search of academic articles: Scopus,
Emerald, Science direct, JStor, ABI/Inform, Business Source Premier and ISI. Books
related to EIA were found on Libris (Swedish search service that contains of universities
and public libraries) and ebrary (electronic database of the university library of
Jönköping).
The search was executed by the utilization of the keywords “transport*” AND
“environment* impact analysis” OR “environment* impact assessment”. Table 3-1
presents an overview of discovered literature related to these keywords. The investigation
of literature regarding its relevance is dependent on the research questions and objective
of the thesis (Saunders et al., 2009). Based on the relevance of articles/books, a primary
selection was done from the authors and is illustrated in the column initial search. A title
and abstract analysis narrowed the sources further. Inclusion criteria contain all
articles/books which have a direct relationship with transportation and EIA. Exclusion
involves the re-movement of all papers which did not show a direct correlation of those
two terms. Finally, 53 academic articles and 9 books were selected as basis for the
literature review.
Table 3-1

Basic sources for the literature review (own illustration)
Basic sources for the literature review
Process stage

Articles as sources

Books as sources

Included

Excluded

Included

Excluded

Initial search

234

2354

36

64

Title analysis

178

56

15

21

Abstract analysis

72

106

11

4

Paper analysis

53

19

9

2

The literature review contains definitions about EIA and related terms like sustainability
in order to give the reader a fundamental knowledge about the topic. Because of the
broad variety of EIA descriptions, a working definition was generated by the authors
through the combination of existing notions, found in the academic literature. This
working definition facilitates a similar understanding of the terms for the reader and
creates a generic perception about EIA among the interviewees.
Subsequently, an overview of EIA concepts is presented. Five main methods are
described, as their approaches were mostly discussed in the investigated literature. In
order to gather additional information about the content and scope of these five
assessments, a second literature research was conducted in the databases mentioned
above. Key words were the titles of each method (e.g.: “Life cycle assessment”,
“Strategic Environmental Assessment”, …). 24 additional articles and 3 more books were
used to particularly describe these five assessments.
During the development process of the assessment, more articles, books and homepages
were identified as sources. Those ones are not listed here, since this information is not
relevant. The literature analysis mentioned above in contrast, contributed to the selection
of assessments. Thus, the number of sources is listed in figure 3-1.
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3.3 Case company selection
Generally, case studies are used to describe organizational phenomena in order to test
theoretical propositions (Gill, Johnson, 2010). In order to find a company appropriate to
provide a useful case study for the present thesis, a web-based search with the search
engine Google was conducted. The keywords “Sweden”, “logistics service provider”
and “green logistics”, or “sustainability” were applied. Logistics service providers were
contacted, as their basic functions still include road transportation. The limitation to
Sweden was done to facilitate the interaction of the researchers with the case company.
Suitable companies were contacted and asked for their participation.
Finally, the logistics service provider Agility logistics AB was found. The firm meets the
requirements of the case study for several reasons. First of all, environmental aspects
become in general more crucial as their aftermaths are a future burden. Thus, it is
presently of utmost importance for companies to identify and quantify environmental
impacts in the same manner as time and costs are already controlled. This challenge
forces current logistics and supply chain managers to choose their partners also based on
their potential to build green supply chains. Therefore, logistics service providers are
asked for developing new and sustainable services (Aronsson & Brodin, 2006). Agility
logistics AB offers such solutions through freight consolidation, teaching drivers to
reduce fuel consumption or through the usage of alternative fuel (Agility logistics, 2012).
These applications show the practical experience of the firm in environmental matters.
Furthermore, Agility logistics AB won the prize for the Best Green Service Provider for
the second consecutive year in 2011 and was awarded with the Climate Certification
2011 in Sweden (Agility logistics, 2012). These prizes show the companies’ commitment
and knowledge to develop and implement green supply chain strategies.

3.4 Measurement instrument for the validation test
First of all, the validation test consists of a tactic to identify possible errors in the
formulas or calculations by simply running an analysis with the collected data. Secondly,
the structure of the assessment is compared with general EIA requirements, found in the
academics literature. Thirdly, interviews were conducted to evaluate the practicability of
the developed assessment.
3.4.1 Sample strategy
In this section, the role and relationships of the involved organizations are clarified.
Agility logistics AB is described as the case company. The firm initiated the development
of an EIA for road transportation, which serves as service product for their customers. In
order to prove the applicability of the assessment, two customers of Agility logistics AB
were chosen. These partners are called test customers, to create a comprehensive
distinction.
The test customers are further separated into external and internal. The company Fameco
Group AB, located in Hillerstorp (Sweden), is named as the external customer. This
organization has an ordinary customer-supplier relationship with the case company. This
means that Agility logistics AB serves as supplier and provides transportation services to
Fameco Group AB. Fameco Group AB founded in 1940, is a manufactures of fasteners,
fastening systems, sheet metal, wire components and turned parts and supplies the
automotive, construction and mining industry (Fameco, 2011). The internal customer in
contrast refers to the road transportation department within the organization of Agility
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logistics AB. Therefore the logistics service provider plays a double role in this thesis. In
summary, data are collected from the external customer Fameco Group AB and from the
internal customer, the road transportation department of Agility logistics AB. However,
the analysis of the gathered data from both test customers is done by Agility logistics AB.
Generally, there are no formalized rules for the sample size in a qualitative inquiry.
However, the sampling strategy should meet the purpose of the study. Besides that, other
factors like the availability of sampling resources, influence the selection of interviewees
(Patton, 2002). The access to interviewees was restricted in this work by the company,
chosen for the case. Agility logistics AB provided test customers for the validation test,
which was outside of the influence of the researchers as well. In summary, four
interviews were conducted in the frame of this thesis. One interview was held with the
external and one with the internal test customer. Those interviews mainly aimed at the
evaluation of the data collection process. Two more interviews were conducted with
Agility logistics AB in its role as case company. Here, the interviewees were asked
questions about the applicability of the data analysis and the developed EIA overall.
The selected interviewees are experts in assessing the quality of the developed analysis.
An “expert” is defined as a person who provides specific knowledge in a special field like
scientists. People with distinct experiences like artists, musicians or persons, who
suffered rare diseases, are considered as experts as well. All these examples have in
common, that ”experts” offer a distinct knowledge (Gläser & Laudel, 2010). The selected
interview partners offer that because of their general management experience, strongly
related to road transportation. Furthermore, these experts possess an understanding of
environmental issues. Moreover, those interviewees are experts simply because they were
the only ones who had the opportunity to test the developed EIA.
3.4.2 Data collection process
An initial meeting was held with Mr. Håkan Gunnarsson (Chief Information Officer) and
Mr. Sebastian Sundin (Manager Claims & Insurance Quality & Environment) from
Agility logistics AB. This meeting built the first step in order to generate a new approach
of an Environmental Impact Assessment. Basic requirements were discussed and the
objectives of the case company were clarified. A protocol, which summarizes the
subjects, is attached in Appendix 3. Further online meetings took place during the
progress of this paper in order to get regular feedback from a practical point of view.
Data for the validation test was collected by providing a so-called data collection sheet to
the test customers. This information was subsequently analyzed with the second data
sheet (the data analysis sheet), provided to the case company. After the analysis of the
test data, four semi-structured, non-standardized interviews were conducted. Semistructured interviews give a great opportunity to the interviewee to talk freely about a
topic, as interview guidelines exist but are more a general directive (Saunders et al.,
2009). The guideline was developed based on the literature review. Closed and open
questions were used. First, the working definition, generated in chapter 2 was presented.
The main part of the guide contains questions about the quality of the data sheet, as for
instance, if the instructions were easy to understand and follow. These questions were
mainly closed, which means that just a limited number of answers was given (Saunders et
al., 2009). The last intercept asks for improvement suggestions. Here, mainly open
questions were applied. Open responses permit the researcher to understand and capture
the points of view of the interviewees without a selected approach caused by prior
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selection of questionnaire categories (Patton, 2002). A detailed blank form of the
interview guides (slightly different for the test customers and the case company) is
presented in Appendix 7 and 8.
In general, qualitative interviews intend to create natural conversations between the
partners. This means that, although interview guides contain important questions, the
order or phrase of the questions is non-committal. The interview guide operates just as a
framework for orientation. (Gläser & Laudel, 2010). Therefore, not all the questions have
been placed in proper order during the interview conduction.
The duration of qualitative interviews underlies a high variation, ranging from 30 minutes
up to four or more hours (Lamnek, 2010). The here executed questionnaire was limited to
30 minutes, in order to not overstrain the time, spent by the experts. The interviews were
conducted in English. Neither the interviewees nor the interviewers are native English
speakers, which causes language barriers and limits the results. The recording of
interviews for qualitative studies is usually more difficult than of standardized interviews
because of the high amount of offered information. Hence, the recording via video or tape
recorder is highly recommended, as Lamnek (2010) states. For that reason the interviews
have been recorded with the permission of the experts.
3.4.3 Data analysis process
First of all, a test run of the analysis was conducted by simply copying the information
from the data collection into the data analysis sheet. The analysis file contains various
formulas programmed in MS Excel. The calculations were checked of basic errors.
Furthermore, with the assistance of a literature check list, an overall assessment of the
quality of the EIA was made (see chapter 5.1.1.).
After the conduction of interviews, the transcription was done. Transcription describes
the process of transforming the before generated audio file into a readable form by
typewriting the record word by word (Lamnek, 2010). The transcription is not included in
this thesis, as the final outcomes are explained in detail in chapter 5. As next step, the
content of the interviews was analyzed based on the transcription. First of all,
negligibility comments were deleted (Lamnek, 2010) by erasing non- or less contentreferred words. As the interviewees wanted to remain anonymous, all names were deleted
in the transcription. As result, a short form of the interview was created, focusing on the
topic related content which is finally interpreted (Mayring, 2003).
Moreover, the content was summarized and presented in a narrative way and categorized
in groups of meanings to provide an understandable frame of the outcomes for the readers
(Saunders et al., 2009). Finally this process led to improvement suggestions, a final
conclusion about the applicability of the developed EIA and identifies possible
limitations and constraints of the assessment.

3.5 Evaluation of the selected research methods
Qualitative interviews helped the authors to examine the strengths and weaknesses of the
here presented assessment. Furthermore, suggestion for improvement were collected.
That contributes to the purpose of the current thesis. However, the chosen methodology
has several limitations. Qualitative research methods underlie the interpretation of
researchers. Hence, qualitative interviews are full of bias but offer an enormous
possibility in exploring a field beyond the quantitative research as it is less limited and
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narrowed in scope (Gill, Johnson, 2010). Case studies usually depend on many variables,
where even slight manipulations cause different results. This dependency requires that the
cases need to be seen in the certain context and environment, the studies were conducted.
A generalization of the results is controversial (Lee, 1999).
3.5.1 Validity and Reliability
Validity and reliability are a crucial criterion to evaluate the quality of a study (Patton,
2002). Basically, validity is described as the degree to what extend indicators or a set of
indicators really measure a concept. This means that depending on the data or time frame
chosen for the analysis, qualitative research can convincingly approve a study (Bryman &
Bell, 2007). Validity asks the question, whether the research really measures what it was
intended to and if the research instruments hit the purpose of the paper. According to
Joppe (2000), researchers usually gain validity by asking a series of questions, (cited in
Golafshani, 2003).
Reliability asks, if a study leads to homogeneous results when conducted by different
researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Furthermore, reliability asks, if the results can be
reproduced by carrying out a study with a similar methodology. If a stable measurement
for the research was used, the results should be comparable (Golafshani, 2003). That
means that the research instrument is reliable and delivers repeatable outcomes. In
conclusion, the higher the level of stability of the measurement is, the higher the
reliability. This causes highly accurate and consistent results at the end. (Golafshani,
2003).
The concepts of reliability and validity are commonly used in quantitative research.
Stenbacka (2001, p. 552) states that “the concept of reliability is even misleading in
qualitative research. If a qualitative study is discussed with reliability as a criterion, the
consequence is rather that the study is no good”. Nevertheless, the terms are now
reconsidered in the qualitative research as well (Golafshani, 2003). In qualitative research
the terms credibility, consistency or trustworthiness are used, which are closely linked to
the notion of reliability and validity (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
In order to reach reliability and validity, the current thesis applied a triangulation. This
approach is defined as “a validity procedure where researchers search for convergence
among multiple and different sources of information to form themes or categories in a
study” (Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 126). Triangulation seeks to combine data from
several sources or individuals in order to build evidence for a theme (Creswell & Clark,
2010). Therefore, this thesis uses various sources during the literature review.
Furthermore, different persons for the qualitative interviews were approached to assure
triangulation not only in theory but also during the empirical work of the current paper.

3.6 Summary and overview of the methodology used
The illustration 3-1 provides an overview of the basic structure and methodology applied
in the current thesis. The starting point was a meeting with Agility logistics AB, where the
basic frame of the topic was discussed. There, the firm emphasized the importance of
calculating CO2 emissions. This is also discussed in the academic literature. CO2 is a
tangible factor, which can technically be measured and is therefore easier to calculate
than other aspects of pollution. The urgency of reducing GHG emissions is very high, as
international transport emissions will accumulate to 75-80% growth by 2020 only in the
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developing world (Christea et al., 2011). Hence, the development of an EIA, which
includes the calculation of CO2 emissions, was required in this thesis.
As next step, the literature review was done, where the final outcome was a working
definition. An exhaust emission calculation (Tier 1 method) was selected from the
literature, as fundament for further development. Various factors and calculations of other
exhaust emissions were added. Besides CO2, other greenhouse gases like CH4, NOx or
SO2 cause severe damages to the atmosphere. A combined reduction of those greenhouse
gases has high priority in the Kyoto Protocol (Bernsten, Fuglestvedt, Myhre, Stordal &
Berglen, 2006).

Figure 3-1

Basic structure and methodology used in the current thesis (own illustration)

This final Environmental Impact Assessment splits into two parts. One sheet is provided
to the test customers (internal and external) to gather necessary data, the second paper is
used from the case company to analyze the collected data.
A validation test of the impact assessment was conducted. The applicability of the
analysis was investigated through a test run with example data provided from the test
customers. Moreover, a qualitative analysis in the shape of semi-structured expert
interviews took place. Basis for the interviews was a guideline, developed from the
knowledge, achieved during the literature review and exhaust emission analysis
development. The before created working definition was provided during the interviews
as well. The final summary and conclusion is derived from the findings of the validation
test.
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4 Exhaust emission calculation for road transportation
In this chapter, an exhaust emission calculation developed in the frame of this thesis is
presented. Furthermore, application instructions for the data collection as well as
analysis are provided.

4.1 Assessment design
The here developed EIA calculates exhaust emissions caused by road transportation
activities. The assessment is divided into two excel files. The data collection sheet aims at
an easy gathering process of information from the test customers. The data analysis file
contains the formulas for the final analysis, only provided to the case company. As result,
impacts, like the production of greenhouse gases, are calculated from a certain period.
Finally, this analysis identifies the most polluting transports as basis for improvement.

4.2 Data collection file
Data, gathered from the test customers are of utmost importance for this assessment. The
more and accurate the information is, the more detailed are the results. In illustration 4-1,
a blank form of the data collection sheet is presented. For a better demonstration this file,
including example data is also provided in Appendix 4. Stars and green coloured fields
mark areas, where information has to be filled in from the participants. Some fields are
restricted to a specific choices (below all possible single-choice opportunities are shown).
An accompanying instruction guide, which facilitates the understanding of each field, is
shown in Appendix 5.

Figure 4-1

Layout of developed Environmental Impact Assessment (own illustration)

The field transport number counts carriage activities in order to assign each single
transport from the data collection to the analysis. The transport period allows the
measurement of various time periods. In this example, the test customers were asked to
provide transport data from the last month in order to collect enough information for the
validation test. As no detailed information about the transport volume of the test
customers was available, the firms were free to shorten or increase the observation
period, to find a reasonable data size for a successful analysis conduction.
The fields from (postal code of departure) and to (postal code of destination) offer the
possibility to calculate distances, if the kilometres are not provided from the customers.
Simple web-based distance calculators are used for that purpose. However, the distance
(km), which indicates the amount of kilometres the goods were transported on the road, is
asked in the next field. The tax weight (t) indicates all goods which were transported in
the vehicle. Basically, tax weight is asked in tons in the logistics sector (Coyle, 2007).
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In summary, all the facts mentioned above are easy to collect, as no specific knowledge
in logistics or the ability to understand technical details about transportation is required.
The next section demands data, which request a deeper insight of logistics. Not every
manufacturing firm has access to this information in case a freight forwarder or haulier is
involved in the transport process.
The gross weight classification is based on the Euro standards (see Table 4-1), where
vehicles are basically divided into light and heavy duty vehicles. Moreover, the
transportation modes are separated into type of fuel utilized (gasoline or diesel).
Basically, the Euro classification covers vehicles, which are defined as crafts used for the
carriage of goods (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009).
Table 4-1

Vehicle classification based on Euro standards (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009 adjusted)
Vehicle Classification

Light duty vehicles <3,5 t

Fuel
Type
Gasoline

Light duty vehicles <3,5 t

Diesel

Heavy duty vehicle >3,5 t

Gasoline

Heavy duty vehicle <=7,5 t

Diesel

Vehicle type

Heavy duty vehicle 12-14 t

Diesel

Heavy duty vehicle 20-26 t

Diesel

Heavy duty vehicle >32 t

Diesel

Light duty vehicles are automotives, which do not exceed a total weight of 3,5 tons. This
kind of crafts consumes either gasoline or diesel. Gasoline engines are mostly used for
small crafts up to 3,5 tons because of their superior power, broader operational range and
lower noise production in comparison to diesel engines.
Heavy duty vehicles are crafts with more than 3,5 tons of total weight. Due to emission
regulations, diesel engines dominate the heavy duty automotive sector as diesel power
offers higher fuel efficiency and torque than gasoline engines (Ntziachristos and Samaras
2009). As result, heavy duty vehicles over 3,5 tons, which are gasoline driven, build just
one class. The categorization for heavy duty vehicles with diesel engines is more
thoroughly separated, which is illustrated in table 4-3.
The field cargo type distinguishes full or part load. Logistics service providers aim to
increase the capacity utilization of their trucks due to cost reasons and efficiency (Coyle,
2007). For instance, to calculate the capacity utilization of a small cargo, loaded into a
heavy duty vehicle, without taking additional freight into consideration, would deliver
wrong results in the analysis. Hence, the next field estimated capacity utilization of truck
(%), asks for the actual capacity utilization.
As type of fuel used for the conveyance diesel, gasoline or alternative (e.g. biogas,
biodiesel) are the selection options. The utilization of alternative fuel can cut CO2
emissions up to 15% (Christensen, Glaeser, Shelton, Moore & Aarts, 2010).
The field Euro classification is dependent on the weight and model year of the carriage
vehicle. These classes separate from Euro 1 until Euro 5. The automotive industry
inserted after treatment devices (e.g. catalytic converters, diesel particle filters) to meet
emission legislations by reducing the vehicles’ exhaust emissions, starting in 1987. Thus,
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crafts produced before these years are all clustered under “Conventional” (Ntziachristos
& Samaras, 2009).
Table 4-2

Euro standards of light duty vehicles/model year (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009)
Light duty vehicles Euro classification
Model year (valid from - to)

Vehicle type

Euro class

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Conventional

Gasoline < 3,5 t

EURO 1

From

to
1992

1993

1996

Gasoline < 3,5 t

EURO 2

1997

1999

Gasoline < 3,5 t

EURO 3

2000

2004

2005

2009

Gasoline < 3,5 t

EURO 4

Diesel < 3,5 t

Conventional

Diesel < 3,5 t

EURO 1

1992

1995

Diesel < 3,5 t

EURO 2

1996

1999

Diesel < 3,5 t

EURO 3

2000

2004

Diesel < 3,5 t

EURO 4

2005

2009

1991

If the Euro class is unknown by the test customers, at least the model year is required. In
combination with the cross weight classification and fuel type, the developed excel file
detects the Euro class automatically. Table 4-2 indicates the Euro classification of light
duty vehicles in correlation with the model year.
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Table 4-3 shows the categorization of heavy duty vehicles related to the model year.
Table 4-3

Euro standards of heavy duty vehicles/model year (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009)
Heavy duty vehicles Euro classification
Model year (valid from - to)

Vehicle type

Euro class

Gasoline > 3,5 t

Conventional

From

To
1987

Rigid <= 7,5 t

Conventional

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 1

1988

1987
1992

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 2

1992

1995

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 3

1995

1999

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 4

1999

2005

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 5

2005

2008

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 6

2008

2012

Rigid 12 - 14 t

Conventional

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 1

1988

1992

1987

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 2

1992

1995

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 3

1995

1999

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 4

1999

2005

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 5

2005

2008

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 6

2008

Rigid 20 - 26 t

Conventional

2012
1987

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 1

1988

1992

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 2

1992

1995

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 3

1995

1999

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 4

1999

2005

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 5

2005

2008

2008

2012

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 6

Rigid > 32 t

Conventional

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 1

1987
1988

1992

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 2

1992

1995

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 3

1995

1999

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 4

1999

2005

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 5

2005

2008

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 6

2008

2012

The last two fields ask if eco-friendly training is applied or if environmentally friendly
tires for the trucks are used. Eco-driving trainee seminars teach vehicle operators
methods to drive more efficiently, which leads to an average fuel reduction by 10 %
(ITF/IEA, 2007). Environmentally friendly tires reduce CO2 emissions from vehicles up
to 5 %. Common tires contain carbon black, which is a material, used as filler to
strengthen tire treads. In environmentally friendly tires more than 15 % percent of carbon
black is replaced with another filling material called silica, which decreases the rolling
resistance during driving (Spear, 2004).
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4.3 Data analysis file
This file consists of three parts. First of all, fuel consumption of each carriage is
calculated based on average fuel consumption of vehicles, provided by the EU
(Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009). Secondly, an analysis of fuel consumption is done by
applying estimated numbers from the test customers. Fuel consumption is used in this
analysis to assess CO2 emissions. Thirdly, other emission gases are calculated with the
aid of the Euro classification, which provides appropriate indexes for pollution.
4.3.1 Fuel consumption based on average
Figure 4-2 indicates the first part of the developed EIA. A consecutively number of
transport assigns each entity from the data collection to the data analysis. Most of the
numbers, necessary for the calculations, are provided from the data collection file. Hence,
these two files are strongly linked.

Figure 4-2

Data analysis sheet – average fuel standards, including example data (own illustration)

Capacity utilization is calculated as an increase of a vehicle’s weight (including its tax
weight) leads to a rise in fuel consumption. If economically possible, a vehicle’s tare
weight should be minimized in order to reduce fuel costs when running empty and the tax
weight should be increased in order to operate a transport efficiently (Coyle, 2007).
Therefore, capacity utilization is calculated with the following formula, as it influences
the final fuel consumption:
Actual capacity utilization = tax weight (t) / max. tax weight (t) * 100
The Max. tax weight of truck (t), which indicates the maximum load a vehicle can carry
legally, is added from the case company based on their experience. Capacity utilization
also depends on the type of load (part or full load). A full load means, that the capacity
can be calculated from the tax weight (see formula above). If the cargo is a part load, the
actual capacity is estimated from the test customers. As result, the capacity utilization
calculation uses the above mentioned formula, except the transport is a part load, than the
estimated capacity data are used.
Fuel consumption is calculated by taking several aspects into consideration. First of all, if
information about the actual fuel consumption per transport and truck type is provided,
this data are primarily used. In cases, where no specific data is available, commonly
acknowledged information should be used to create credibility (Technical Committee
CEN/TC 320, 2002). Thus, if no accurate data is given, average fuel consumption based
on the Euro standards is used. Fuel consumption is measured in grams per kilometre in
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the table below, instead of more commonly used litres per kilometre. Thus, a conversion
was done. The last column (l/100 km) in table 4-4 provides already transformed figures.
Table 4-4

Average fuel consumption per vehicle type (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009 adjusted)
Average fuel consumption per vehicle type, technology and Euro classification
Vehicle type

Technology

Euro Class

g/km

l/100 km

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Conventional

85

6,33

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Euro 1 and later

100

7,45

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Conventional

89

7,40

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Euro 1 and later

80

6,65

Heavy duty trucks

Gasoline > 3,5 t

Conventional

177

13,19

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Conventional

125

9,85

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Euro 1 and later

101

7,96

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Conventional

182

14,35

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Euro 1 and later

155

12,22

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Conventional

251

19,79

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Euro 1 and later

210

16,56

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Conventional

297

23,41

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Euro 1 and later

251

19,79

The conversion was done through the multiplication of fuel type with density factors
(Kaufmann, Kaldor, Stuntz, Kerby, Ansell, 2000). For alternative fuel an arithmetic
average of biogas and biodiesel was created (Chanakya, Venkatsubramaniyam, Moda,
1997). The density factors are illustrated in table 4-5.
Table 4-5

Density factors of fuel (own illustration)
Density factors of fuel
Fuel type

kg/m3

Diesel

0,8317

Gasoline

0,745

Alternative (Biogas, Biodiesel)

0,92

As already mentioned, a full truck causes more emissions due to higher fuel consumption
than an empty truck of the same model (Coyle, 2007). Due to a lack of reference tables
about capacity utilization in the academic literature, indexes of a well-known truck
manufacturer were applied in order to build equivalent numbers (see table 4-6)
Table 4-6

Capacity utilization – reference table (Martensson, 2003 adjusted)

Capacity utilization (reference table)
Truck type

Max.
payload
(t)

Gross
weight
(t)

Fuel consumption (l/100 km)
Empty
Full

Arithmetic average
(l/100 km)
Empty 50 % Full

Arithmetic average
(%)
Empty 50 % Full

Truck, distribution

8,5

14

20-25

25-30

22,5

25

27,5

82

91

100

Truck, regional

14

24

25-30

30-40

27,5

31,25

35

79

89

100

Tractor-semi, long-haul

26

40

22-27

30-37

24,5

29

33,5

73

87

100

Truck-trailer, long-haul

40

60

28-33

45-55

30,5

40,25

50

61

81

100

The firm categorized average fuel consumption of their truck models according to
capacity utilization (Martensson, 2003). This classification, was divided into intervals,
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illustrated in table 4-7. An empty truck is just loaded with 25 % of its maximum.
Between 26 % and 74 % the craft is half loaded and over 75 % fully loaded.
Table 4-7

Capacity utilization range (own illustration)
Capacity utilization range
Range

Capacity used

Empty

0 % -25 %

50 % loaded

26 % - 74 %

Full

75 % - 100 %

The intervals were finally transformed into percentage rates. Depending on the range the
transport activity is allocated to, its fuel consumption is multiplied with the capacity
utilization average.
The above explained categorization of vehicles is not homogeneous with the
classification used in the Euro standards. Therefore a link was created, illustrated in table
4-8. This means that a “light duty vehicle < 3,5 tons” (Euro classification) is considered
as equal to a “truck, distribution traffic” mentioned in table 4-7.
Table 4-8

Allocation truck technology to truck type (own illustration)

Allocation truck technology to truck type
Vehicle type

Technology

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Truck type related to capacity utilization
range
Truck, distribution traffic

82%

50 %
loaded
91%

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

82%

91%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

Gasoline > 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

82%

91%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Empty

Full
100%

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Truck, regional traffic

79%

89%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Truck, regional traffic

79%

89%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Tractor and semi-trailer, long-haul traffic

73%

87%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Tractor and semi-trailer, long-haul traffic

73%

87%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Truck with trailer, long-haul traffic

61%

81%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Truck with trailer, long-haul traffic

61%

81%

100%

The calculation of fuel consumption is finally correlated with the utilization of
environmental friendly tires (explained in chapter 4.1) or the application of eco-friendly
driving trainings. Eco-friendly driving not only reduces fuel costs by 10 % (ITF/IEA,
2007), but also contributes to lower maintenance and creates less likelihood of accidents
(Department of Transport, 2006). The use of environmentally friendly tires reduces CO2
emissions by 5 % (Spear, 2004).
As already mentioned, fuel consumption of vehicles builds the fundament to assess CO2
emissions in this assessment. Other exhaust emissions are calculated based on kilometres
a cargo is transported (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009). Table 4-9 presents grams of CO2
produced per litre of fuel combusted. As final step, the before evaluated fuel consumption
is multiplied with these factors to provide the amount of CO2 generated by each
transportation activity. One litre of alternative fuel (biogas or biodiesel) reduces CO2
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emissions by 15 % (Christensen et al., Gläser, Shelton, Moore, Aarts, 2010). This
percentage was applied for the calculation of alternative fuel.
Table 4-9

CO2 emission based on fuel consumption (own illustration)
CO 2 emission based on fuel consumption
Fuel type

g/l

Gasoline

0,027

Diesel

0,026

Alternative fuel

15%

Diesel is the most common fuel for long-distance operations. Biodiesel is a liquid
renewable fuel, produced from esterified plant oil, such as rapeseed (RME) or soybeans
(SME). Biodiesel is a renewable energy source, which can be mixed with regular diesel.
Biogas, mostly supplied from waste or sewage plants, offers a high potential for carbon
dioxide reduction (Mellios, Ntziachristos, Samaras, White, Martini, Rose, (2009).
Besides the measurement of emissions, fuel costs are calculated by multiplying fuel
consumption with current fuel prices in this analysis. So, possible cost savings, which go
along with a simultaneous reduction of exhaust emissions, are highlighted.
4.3.2 Fuel consumption based on estimation
The calculations in this part are done based on estimated values of fuel consumption,
provided from the case company grounded on their experience. The field estimated fuel
consumption asks for the amount of litres of fuel, a fully loaded truck consumes per 100
km. This field is not compulsory. If no empirical data are provided, the analysis uses
reference data explained in section 4.3.1.
This distinction was made in order to increase the exactness of the analysis on one hand
and offer a broader flexibility on the other hand, if important data are missing. The
preference is given to the estimated values to increase the accuracy of the results. Due to
the probability that no estimation values are provided, the application of standard data
(Euro standards) is applied in second place. The following illustration presents the 2nd
part of the analysis.

Figure 4-3

Data analysis sheet - estimation fuel data, including example data (own illustration)

The calculation process in this part is conducted identically to the assessment based on
average standards, described in the previous chapter and will therefore not be explained
in detail in these sections anymore.
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4.3.3 Emission calculation
The third part of this analysis focuses on the calculation of emissions. The most pollutant
emission gases, CO, NMVOC, NOx, N2O, CO2 and PM (see chapter 2), are calculated.
Illustration 4-4 indicates the 3rd part of the assessment.

Figure 4-4

Data analysis sheet – emission calculation, including example data (own illustration)

The analysis of emissions takes, besides the kilometres driven and the model of truck,
also the type of fuel into account. The fundament for these calculations is provided by the
Euro standards, presented in table 4-10. Depending on the category, the amount of
kilometres of each transport is multiplied with the related emission factor.
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Table 4-10 presents the emission factors provided from the Euro standards.
Table 4-10

Emission factors by Euro classification (Ntziachristos & Samaras, 2009 adjusted)

Emission factors by Euro classification
Ozone precursors
Vehicle type

Euro class

Ozone precursors,
acidifying substances

Greenhouse
gases

Particulate
matter mass

CO2 (g/km)

PM 2.5
(g/km)

CO
(g/km)

NMVOC
(g/km)

Nox
(g/km)

N2O
(g/km)

Gasoline > 3,5
t
Rigid <= 7,5 t

Conventional

59,5

5,25

6,6

0,006

0

Conventional

1,85

1,07

4,7

0,029

0,333

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 1

0,659

0,193

3,37

0,005

0,129

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 2

0,537

0,123

3,49

0,004

0,061

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 3

0,584

0,115

2,63

0,003

0,0566

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 4

0,047

0,005

1,64

0,006

0,0106

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 5

0,047

0,005

0,933

0,017

0,0106

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 6

0,047

0,005

0,18

0,017

0,0005

Rigid 12 - 14 t

Conventional

2,13

0,776

8,92

0,029

0,3344

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 1

1,02

0,326

5,31

0,008

0,201

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 2

0,902

0,207

5,5

0,008

0,104

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 3

0,972

0,189

4,3

0,004

0,0881

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 4

0,071

0,008

2,65

0,012

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 5

0,071

0,008

1,51

0,034

0,0161
calculated
based on
fuel
consumption

0,0161

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 6

0,071

0,008

0,291

0,033

Rigid 20 - 26 t

Conventional

1,93

0,486

10,7

0,029

0,0008

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 1

1,55

0,449

7,52

0,008

0,297

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 2

1,38

0,29

7,91

0,007

0,155

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 3

1,49

0,278

6,27

0,004

0,13

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 4

0,105

0,01

3,83

0,012

0,0239

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 5

0,105

0,01

2,18

0,0034

0,0239

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 6

0,105

0,01

0,422

0,032

0,0012

0,418

Rigid > 32 t

Conventional

2,25

0,534

12,8

0,029

0,491

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 1

1,9

0,51

9,04

0,012

0,358

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 2

1,69

0,326

9,36

0,012

0,194

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 3

1,79

0,308

7,43

0,007

0,151

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 4

0,121

0,012

4,61

0,018

0,0268

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 5

0,121

0,012

2,63

0,053

0,0268

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 6

0,121

0,012

0,507

0,049

0,0013

Finally, the results of emissions are sorted according to the highest amount of CO
produced. Carbon monoxide is the most dangerous and poisonous of the existing exhaust
emissions (Waybuilder, 2004). These transports should be improved in first hand.
However, a high CO output does not necessarily indicate that this carriage action is the
most polluting one. Transport volume and distance have to be taken into account as well,
by deciding which transport has the highest improvement priority. Nevertheless CO
presents an important measurement factor by assessing the final results of this EIA.
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5 Validation test
In this chapter the Environmental Impact Assessment is critically examined. A general
evaluation is done by comparing the analysis with minimum criteria of EIAs from the
literature. The results of the test run, conducted with the case company and its test
customers, are shown. In-depth interviews evaluate the quality of the EIA from a
practical point of view. Finally, possible constraints and limitations as well as
improvement opportunities of the analysis, are presented.
5.1.1 Quality evaluation based on academic literature
In order to measure energy consumed and exhaust emissions caused by transportation,
some required data should be collected. According to the Technical Committee CEN/TC
320 (2002), assessments of environmental impacts related to transportation have to
include the following information as a minimum (see table 5-1).
Table 5-1

Minimum EIA requirements (Technical Committee CEN/TC 320, 2002 own illustration)

Minimum EIA requirements
Required minimum factors

Required minimum data

Transport profile:

clear, unambiguous identification of the transport (e.g. period, …);
goods details (e.g. weight/dimension/number);
identification of transport route (e.g. from A to B) and transport
modes involved (e.g. road, sea, rail)

Transport data per transport mode:

transport distance (e.g. km);
transport work (e.g. cargo loaded multiplied with distance = t/km);
use of energy (e.g. l, t, kg, kWh);
emissions caused (e.g. CO2, NOx, SO2, CO, PM).

Documentation of calculation method:

data source and system boundaries of reference numbers used for
energy consumption measurement (e.g. reference to registered
systems, commonly known models or figures);
specific data, on which the calculations are based;
if general or average data is used, description of calculation method
and origin of data (e.g. business average, company model).

Additional factors (NOT REQUIRED):

description of vehicle (truck type used for the transport);
Euro standard or year of production;
type/weight/dimension of vehicle (e.g. empty and gross weight,
volume, etc.);
capacity utilization (e.g. %, maximum load, load meters);
use of energy (e.g. l/km, kWh, MJ) etc.
state type of fuel.

Besides necessary data, table 5-1 shows additional factors in the last column, which are
recommended in order to conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment of transportation
successfully (Technical Committee CEN/TC 320, 2002).
The Environmental Impact Assessment developed in the frame of this thesis covers all
required aspects mentioned in the table above. Each carriage activity is unmistakably
identified, good details are presented as well as information about the transport routes is
given. All necessary data of transport modes (e.g. use of energy, emissions caused) are
given, by mainly using reference numbers and standards (e.g. Euro classification). The
calculation method is clearly described and documented by providing instruction
guidelines (see Appendix 5 & 6 or chapter 4).
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Moreover, the analysis includes data, classified as additional factors in the table above.
Details about vehicles (e.g. model year, gross weight) and capacity utilization are taken
into account.
5.1.2 Results of test analysis
After the compilation of data from the test customers, a test run of the analysis was done.
As results, the final fuel consumption, transport costs as well as exhaust emissions were
calculated for each conveyance. The data and analysis outcomes from the test trial are not
presented in the thesis due to space reasons.
Nevertheless, as final evaluation, no major mistakes in the calculations and formulas had
been found. The data gathered from the test customers were sufficient for the conduction.
No administrative problems occurred while inserting the data from the collection to the
analysis file.
5.1.3 Results of the interviews
As outcomes of the interviews, strengths and weaknesses of the analysis were identified.
Furthermore the interviewees gave recommendations for the improvement of the analysis.
Due to limited space, the detailed transcriptions of all interviews are not provided in this
thesis. The interviewees wanted to stay anonymous. Thus, the persons are just called
interviewee or expert in the following paragraphs. For a better illustration, the interviews
are divided into internal/external test customer interviews and case company interviews.
The main objective of the interviews with the test customers was, to identify if the data
gathering instructions are clear and the data collection file is comprehensive. Finally,
questions about the practicability of the analysis results were raised.
Interview with internal test customer
At the beginning the interviewee stated, that the instruction guidelines are easy to
understand and the gathering process is well described. As this expert works within the
field of transportation on a daily basis, the kind of information asked in the data
collection sheet, is familiar to him and did not cause any understanding problems.
The company Agility logistics AB mainly uses heavy duty vehicles over 32 tones with a
focus on international instead of domestic transport. Freight forwarders are mostly from
Eastern Europe or Germany. The selection of haulers is predominately done, according to
the lowest transportation rate. This fact causes a high complexity of the road
transportation sector. As result, the expert pointed out, that it is complicated to collect
specific data for each transport.
Concerning difficulties of the analysis, the categorization according to the Euro standards
was hard, according to the interviewee. As reason, he mentioned again the high
complexity of the road transportation market. As a huge amount of freight transports are
outsourced and executed from external haulers, the gathering of accurate data is
complicated. In particular, to collect specific information like vehicle type and
categorization due to Euro standards, is challenging. In addition, factors like the usage of
environmentally friendly tires or if eco-friendly driving training is applied, are barely
measureable. 90 % of the drivers, directly employed at Agility logistics AB, had and have
to undergo environmentally friendly driving seminars. However, because of many
external haulers, a detailed answer for each transport cannot be assured, the expert stated.
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Surprisingly for the researchers, distance was also mentioned as factor difficult to be
collected from the company due to the same reason. The majority of the firm’s external
haulers are small or one-man businesses, which do not have appropriate IT means to
document transport distances accurately. Furthermore, the interviewee pointed out, that
the fields departure and destination merely asks for the postal code. This information is
just useful in combination with the country in order to track each transport clearly. As the
organization executes many international transports, this improvement is essential. The
type of fuel was the simplest factor to collect, according to the interviewee. Nowadays
the majority of heavy duty crafts uses only diesel.
The expert listed a lack of involvedness of intermodal transportation as limitation. Simple
full truck loads, transported from place A to B, are the minority in today’s transportation
business. That limits the scope, as the analysis only focuses on road transportation and
does not take other transportation modes or reloading operations into account.
Overall, the interviewee described the analysis very detailed in comparison with others.
On one hand, this thorough approach is welcomed, as it delivers more accurate results.
On the other hand, the exactness diminishes the simplicity of the data gathering process.
However, the interviewee characterized the analysis a very interesting approach to
calculate exhaust emissions, which delivers promising results. According to its
practicability, the expert suggested, to simplify the data collection file. This would enable
a more generic application. Nevertheless, firms with a well-organized data structure
should be able to immediately use the assessment in this form.
Interview with external test customer
The interviewee of the external test customer Fameco Group AB described the instruction
guidelines as clear and understandable. As he has a long work experience in the field of
transportation, all required data from the collection sheet was familiar to him.
The firm has to organize mainly transports from Sweden to other European countries and
vice versa. These transports are conducted just with external logistics service providers as
the company itself does not own transportation vehicles.
The expert suggested, adding a field, where data about the country of departure and
destination is asked. Now, just information about the postal code is required, which does
not provide enough information for a clear transport tracking.
The interviewee mentioned, that data about the Euro standards and distance were the
most difficult to collect as the company just knows the type of vehicle. The firm has no
information about the Euro class of the transport vehicles. Data about postal codes were
the simplest to gather. The IT system of Fameco Group AB stores that information and
can easily provide it with a standard report.
As main constraint the interviewee stated, the delimitation of the analysis to road
transportation. In the case of combined transport activities, the assessment can’t be
applied. Thus, an EIA, which includes all transportation modes will be useful in order to
examine the whole transport chain of a firm.
The interviewee characterized the final results of the analysis as very useful. In his
opinion, information about transportation costs is still more important than results of
exhaust emissions. In summary, the results are very practical.
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The target of the interviews with the Agility logistics AB was, to evaluate the quality of
the analysis process and the applicability of the final results. In order to keep the
interview results anonym, the interviews are separated into interview A and B.
Interview A with case company
First of all, the interviewee mentioned, that the data analysis instructions are clear and the
conduction of the analysis was easy. The results are helpful in order to improve the
supply chain of a company. Moreover, the interviewee emphasized the importance of
calculating various exhaust emissions and not just CO2, which is commonly used in the
transportation sector. Other exhaust emissions contribute as well to air pollution and are
more poisonous, he explained.
The interviewee agreed with the methodology used for this assessment and said the
calculations as reasonable. To apply the Euro standards as classification model for the
vehicles, is a very good approach, he stated. As this categorization is issued by the
European Union, the standards are widely accepted in the logistics sector. All calculation
steps and figures need to be confirmed with academic literature, visible for the customer,
to prove the value of the analysis, the interviewee suggested. At the moment it is not
necessary to include more results or calculations to the analysis. In a long run other
transport modes should be added, the interviewee suggested.
In summary, the expert considers the outcome of the current EIA as valuable. He states,
that the analysis is now slightly adapted by improving its design (e.g. adding the
company logo, …). As final result, the assessment is used as consultancy service product
from the Agility logistics AB.
Interview B with case company
First, the expert said that he had no problems to understand the instruction guidelines or
analysis results. Nevertheless, an explanation of the formulas would be beneficial.
Furthermore, he suggested adding information about the importance of each field and
which conclusions might be drawn from them. As reason, he explained, that it is
significant to be overly clear with the instructions and provide examples for each field to
avoid any possibility of misunderstandings.
The expert emphasized the significance of the calculations of CO2. He referred, that this
information is, what the customer mainly asks for. He described the result of the fuel
costs as essential as well. As reason, he stated that environmental and economic
improvements go often hand-in-hand.
Finally, the interviewee mentioned that it would be very useful to add more transport
modes in the calculation process. The limitation to road transportation diminishes the
applicability. Overall, he characterized the current EIA as promising. The current EIA
can already be used as a planning tool to optimize the internal transport chain of the
company.
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6 Discussion of the presented analysis
In this chapter the developed EIA is critically analyzed based on the knowledge gained
during the literature review and empirical investigations. Advantages and disadvantages
of the calculation method are pointed out as well as its limitations are discussed.
Furthermore possible future applications or improvement suggestions are listed.

6.1 Identified advantages
Overall, the here presented assessment includes an analysis of significant pollutants
caused by road transportation. CO2 emissions are calculated, as this factor is still an
important indicator for companies to measure environmental impacts. In addition, this
analysis also includes other greenhouse gases, which increases its output information.
The here developed EIA is initiated from a logistics service provider in order to create a
service product to measure the emissions of their customers’ supply chains. Thus, its
practicability is very important. The company Agility logistics AB uses this method from
now on to analyse their internal transportation chains. With little layout adjustments, the
assessment is also used as service product like intended at the beginning.
The classification of vehicles is based on the Euro standards. This sorting not only offers
a profound basis for a reasonable selection and analysis of each transport, it also enables
a comparison of the final results among organizations. In contrast, all interview partners
mentioned, that the gathering of this classification data is difficult. A high complexity of
the transportation sector (e.g. outsourcing of transport services to external haulers) makes
a tracking of each transport very hard. Also other factors, like distance for instance, was
not easy to collect for the same reason. However, this categorization is still considered as
a good approach from the interviews. As reason, this classification is issued by the
European Union and therefore well-accepted in the business environment.
This EIA includes various dimensions and factors during the calculation process.
Dimensions, like costs per transport, increase the broadness of the analysis results and
create a link between environmental and economic aspects. The use of environmentally
friendly tires, eco-friendly driving or capacity utilization are factors, which influence the
emission of exhaust fumes in addition and are involved in the calculations. Nonetheless,
information about the last two aspects is hard to collect, according to the interviewees.
Finally, this analysis provides many different possibilities for data collection, dependent
on which information is available. That means for instance, if no actual data are available
or reliable estimations can be made, the calculations revert to standard data provided by
the European Union. This fact makes the here presented analysis very flexible. The
interviewees consider the assessment as very thorough, which increases its applicability
on one hand, but also complicates the data collection process on the other hand.

6.2 Identified limitations
A main limitation of the assessment is the difficulty to get comparable data for an
appropriate analysis. In each company, the scope, timing and frequency of information
collection differs. The quality of the final results is therefore highly dependent on the
accuracy and quantity of input information.
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As already mentioned above, another notable limitation is the high complexity of the
topic. Nowadays supply chains and their involved transportation activities consist of
multifaceted layouts. The carriage of goods predominately includes several transportation
modes and transhipping activities until the products finally arrive at their destination
point. As this EIA is limited to road transportation only, other means of conveyance,
intermodal transportation as well as material handling actions are excluded from the
emission calculations and narrow its practical application. As other transportation modes
like rail or air require different data, analysis and calculations methods (Technical
Committee CEN/TC 320, 2002) this limitation had to be set. To add additional transport
modes, demand a more extensive literature review, which is out of scope of the frame of
a singular master thesis.
The categorization of vehicles according to the Euro classification also implies, that this
assessment is limited to transports conducted with crafts, manufactured within the
European Union (EU). Countries outside of the EU have different vehicle types and
standards and can therefore not be clustered with this standardization.

6.3 Improvement possibilities and future approach
Some little changes in the layout and adjustment possibilities in the files were identified
during the interviews. For example, the fields “from (postal code)” and “to (postal code)”
should also include the name of the country, in order to avoid misunderstandings. Even
though the instruction guidelines are comprehensive, additional information about the
purpose and importance of each field, is missing. Example data in the collection sheet,
make the process more transparent for the users.
Although numerous factors and dimensions are included, many more aspects could be
built-in. For instance, congestions (e.g. traffic jams, congestions in terminals,…) increase
the fuel consumption of vehicles and hence raise the exhaust of emissions (Technical
Committee CEN/TC 320, 2002). The area, a transport takes place also influences fuel
consumption (e.g. rural or urban, plain or mountainous regions) Non-exhaust emissions
like brake or tire wear, noise pollution caused by trucks or the destruction of the
landscape by road construction are not taken into account. Other factors, which decrease
fuel consumption and its related exhaust emission production are for instance, the truck
layout (e.g. highly aerodynamic models) or the use of Information Technology Systems
(e.g. GPS). Those aspects are hard to measure (Technical Committee CEN/TC 320, 2002)
and thus not included in this assessment.
The utilization of computer programs like COPERT (Computer Program to calculate
Emissions from Road Transport) facilitates the measurement of environmental impacts.
This software application covers the calculation of many polluting exhaust fumes as well
as fuel consumption. The main advantage of this software tool is its transparency and
standardization. Its protocols are based on the EU legislation, which makes the results
easily comparable (Kouridis & Ntziachristos, 2000).
As prospective development approach, the analysis can be extended by involving other
transportation modes. Also intermodal transport and material handling activities can be
adjoined in order to increase the broadness of the assessment. This enables the
investigation of environmental impacts along the whole transportation chain.
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7 Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to develop an Environmental Impact Analysis in order to
investigate impacts, road transportation causes on the environment along a certain supply
chain. Based on knowledge gained from the literature review and empirical analysis, a
method to calculate exhaust emissions was developed.
The first research question was answered by presenting this exhaust emission calculation
as appropriate approach to evaluate pollution of road transport activities. This assessment
focuses on the calculation of significant exhaust emissions. Economic factors, like costs
caused per transport, are also included. Dimensions, like capacity utilization, which
influences fuel consumption and finally the exhaust of emissions, are taken into account.
Qualitative factors like the use of environmentally friendly tires or eco-friendly driving
styles, are included, which answers the second research question.
The fundament of this analysis builds the categorization of crafts due to the Euro
standards, which allows a sorting of transport vehicles because of their size, weight and
fuel type. Reference numbers, allocated for each vehicle type, enable the calculation of
emissions. This assessment consists of two excel files. One data sheet serves as means to
collect information from the customer, whose supply chain should be assessed. The
second data sheet works as an analysis tool, which is provided to the case company.
Instruction guidelines, provided to all participants, facilitate an application. Finally, a
validation test and in-depth interviews were conducted, with two test customers and the
case company in order to prove the practicability of the analysis. During this process
strength, weaknesses and opportunities were identified.
The most significant restrain of this assessment is its limitation to road transportation
activities. Other means of transport, intermodal transportation and material handling are
excluded, as they require different data and measurement approaches. Moreover, as this
analysis is based on the Euro classification, the application is limited to vehicles
manufactured within the European Union. Other countries demand different emission
limitations. Another main limitation is the high reliance of this assessment on the
accuracy and amount of data collected. Depending on future developments in the IT
sector, a drastic change in the exactness of gathered data is probable. That would create
the possibility, to combine such a model with highly precise data (e.g. GPS connection
with trucks transmit transport information directly).
This paper provides an integrated approach to calculate exhaust emissions. Various
qualitative as well as quantitative factors and different dimensions broaden the
applicability and deliver precise results. All factors and dimensions included in the
analysis are collected from academic resources. Thus, the calculations done in this EIA
are based on reliable sources.
As final result, the case company Agility logistics AB is going to use the assessment in the
future, which shows its practicability. However, its application in other industries and
branches has to be further investigated. In addition, a future perspective of this analysis is
an extension through the involvement of further aspects or dimensions. Moreover, an
enlargement to other means of transport ,besides the road transportation sector, is worth
to undergo further research.
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Appendix 1
The figure below provides detailed data about the modal split of inland freight transportation from the past 9 years.
Table 0-1

Modal split of inland freight transport (Eurostat, 2012b)

Modal split of inland freight transport
2000
Country
EU-27
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria (5)
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom
Iceland
Norway
Croatia
FYR of Macedonia
Turkey

Roads
73,7
77,4
52,3
68,0
92,1
65,3
37,3
96,2
:
92,8
76,0
89,0
100,0
26,5
46,6
87,8
68,1
100,0
63,4
64,8
56,9
92,5
42,9
71,9
53,0
75,8
63,9
90,0
100,0
83,5
:
86,9
94,3

2009

Railways

Inland
waterways

Roads

Railways

19,7
11,6
45,2
31,9
7,9
19,2
62,7
3,8
:
7,2
20,6
11,0
73,5
53,4
7,9
28,8
3,7
30,6
42,2
7,5
49,1
28,1
41,7
24,0
36,1
9,8
16,5
:
13,1
5,7

6,6
10,9
2,6
0,2
15,5
0,0
3,4
0,1
0,0
0,0
4,4
3,1
32,9
4,5
0,9
7,9
5,3
0,3
0,1
:
-

77,5
72,9
67,4
77,8
90,8
67,0
47,3
99,4
97,8
96,6
81,0
91,0
100,0
30,2
59,9
94,6
78,8
100,0
63,4
59,5
80,5
94,3
60,0
84,0
77,9
73,3
62,5
86,7
100,0
83,4
73,7
84,3
94,9

16,5
15,1
11,9
22,1
9,2
20,9
52,7
0,6
2,2
3,4
15,9
9,0
69,8
40,1
2,3
20,6
4,9
36,4
19,4
5,7
19,4
16,0
19,6
24,1
37,5
13,2
16,6
20,6
15,7
5,1

Inland
waterways
5,9
14,3
20,7
0,1
12,1
0,0
4,1
0,0
0,0
0,0
3,1
4,1
34,7
4,1
0,1
20,6
2,5
0,2
0,1
5,7
-

Notes: 2000-2009 (% of total inland tkm) (1) Excluding pipelines; EU-27, Bulgaria, Greece, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania and Croatia, break in series. (2) Finland, 2008; FYR of Macedonia and Turkey, 2007. (3) France, Hungary and FYR of Macedonia, 2008; Turkey, 2007. (4) Netherlands, 2008; Czech Republic, Estonia, Italy and the
United Kingdom, 2007. (5) The railway in Liechtenstein is owned and operated by the Austrian ÖBB and included in
their statistics (Eurostat, 2012b).
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Appendix 2
The figure indicated below presents the final energy consumption by transport in the
past 11 years.

Figure 0-1

Final energy consumption by transport (Eurostat, 2012c)

Notes: toe = 1000 toe tons of oil equivalent. This measurement is set equal to 10.0 kcal (American Physical Society,
2012), k = Calorimetry measures the amount of heat that may be generated, consumed or simply dissipated. The energy consumption covers all type of transports like rail, road, international and domestic air transport, inland or costal
shipping, with the exception of maritime shipping (Uwaterloo, 2012).
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Appendix 3
The following protocol is a summary of the initial meeting, held with “Agility logistics”
in order to clearify the requirements for an Environmental Impact Assessment.
Note: Interviews were held with the contact persons of “Agility logistics”. These interviews were not recorded and
transcribed precisely because they just provided a general understanding of the intention and requirements of ”Agility
logistics” to cooperate and contribute to the current thesis. A word-by-word noting did not seem to be necessary for
the purpose of this work. Therefore a protocol of the initial meeting is provided here.

Protocol
Interviewee: Hakan Gunnarsson (Chief Information Officer), Sebastian Sundin (Manager Claims & Insurance Quality & Environment)
Date & Place: 3rd of February, 2012 in Stockholm
Topic: Suggestion for Project - "Environmental Impact Analysis"
• Agility logistics wants to develop a service (consultancy product), which allows the
firm to measure the environmental impacts of transportation from their customers
• The product should consist of two excel data sheets, one for the customers of Agility
logistics in order to provide the necessary data, and one sheet for the company to
analyze the gathered information
• Agility logistics does not only want to measure the transportation impacts of their
client’s supply chain but also of their own (= internal clients)
• The data sheets should be able to be applied in many different companies (industries,
branches, countries)
• Just the development of the assessment model is necessary, improvement suggestions
will derive from that after the conducted EIA
• The EIA is strictly limited to transportation of the customer (ranging from their suppliers to their customers), no other dimensions (2nd tier supplier, …) should be involved
• Customer contact is established from Agility logistics with one test customer
• Not only direct impacts (CO2 emission) but also indirect impacts of transportation
should be included, if possible
• Not only quantitative factors (exhaust emissions/km) but also qualitative factors
(eco-friendly driving, …) which are hardly measurable should be included
• The EIA should be ready at the end of May 2012 due to the time limit of the thesis
• The task of the researchers should be to review the literature, provide a process and
design and give instructions for an appropriate use of the model
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Appendix 4
The following illustration shows the final data collection sheet, sent to the test customers, including example data for a better understanding.

Figure 0-2

Data collection sheet, including example data (own illustration)
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Appendix 5
This appendix contains the instruction guidelines, sent to the test companies in order to
enease the data collection for the Environmental Impact Analysis.
Environmental Impact Assessment
Of
Road Transportation
Instructions guidelines for data collection
In the frame of our master thesis, we developed in cooperation with “Agility logistics” an assessment model in order
to measure impacts, road transportation causes on the environment. This analysis consists of an excel file which allows the evaluation of already conducted or future road transportation activities. To assure an accurate assessment we
kindly ask you to fill-in the attached excel sheet as detailed as possible under the following conditions:
•
•

Please provide data from all your road transportation activities of the last month (March), if not available
you are free to choose another month of this or the previous year, where you can provide the data easily
Please fill in as many fields as possible. Green fields indicate compulsory information. Hence, these fields
NEED to be filled in to enable an analysis. Other fields can stay empty (an analysis is still possible). Please
keep in mind: The more data we get, the more detailed the assessment can be conducted.

This assessment takes various dimensions and factors of environmental impacts in the sector of road transportation
into consideration. Aspects like for example capacity utilization, which influences fuel consumption and in further
step affects the production of exhaust emissions. Other factors like the trainee of drivers according to economically
friendly driving are taken into account as well. The illustration below shows the basic layout of the data collection
file.

The following sections provide a detailed explanation of each field shown in the excel sheet in order to build a clear
understanding of the assessment, necessary to collect accurate data.
Transport number: A consecutively numbering of the each transport is done in order to assign every single one in
the data analysis later on. Please continue with the numeration: T1, T2, T3, …
Transport period: Please insert the date, when the transport took place in order to compare the different time periods
in the analysis later on.
From (postal code): Please insert the postal code of origin place, where the goods were loaded on the truck and the
transport activity started.
To (postal code): Please insert the postal code of destination place, where the goods were unloaded from the truck
and therefore the transport activity ended.
Distance (km): Please add the amount of kilometers the goods were transported on the road.
Tax weight (t): Please add the quantity of goods transported in one vehicle in tons.
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Gross weight classification: Please choose the class, the transport truck belongs to. This categorization is based on
the EURO classification, where vehicles were basically divided into light duty and heavy duty vehicles as well as
concerning the fuel type used (gasoline or diesel).
TRUCK Classification
Light duty vehicles <3,5 t, Gasoline
Light duty vehicles <3,5 t, Diesel
Heavy duty vehicle >3,5 t, Gasoline
Heavy duty vehicle <=7,5 t, Diesel
Heavy duty vehicle 12-14 t, Diesel
Heavy duty vehicle 20-26 t, Diesel
Heavy duty vehicle >32 t, Diesel
Light duty vehicles are crafts, which do not exceed a total weight of 3,5 tones. This kind of vehicles can use either
gasoline or diesel. Therefore a distinction between the fuel types exists. Heavy duty vehicles are defined as crafts,
where the gross weight is more than 3,5 tones. In that case the classification just includes vehicles with gasoline engines. Heavy duty vehicles with diesel engine are more specifically classified according to the tons of gross weight as
it can be seen in the table above.
Cargo type: As possible answers “full” or “part load” can be selected. “Full load” means that the truck just contains
the cargo mentioned in the field “tax weight (t)”. “Part load” means that freight is added to the cargo indicated in the
field “tax weight (t)” (e.g. from the freight forwarder to increase transport efficiency). If not distinguished here, the
additional cargo would not be taken into consideration, which would deliver totally wrong results during the calculation of the capacity utilization. Therefore if “part load” is chosen the next field “estimated capacity utilization of
truck” needs to be filled in. A “full load” does not require the next field.
Estimated capacity utilization of truck: In the above mentioned case (when a truck contains just a part load but
more cargo is added), this field needs to be filled in. The capacity utilization of the whole truck needs to be estimated.
Please provide a percentage number.
Type of fuel: Three categories can be chosen: diesel, gasoline or alternative (e.g. biogas, biodiesel). This information
is essential as the use of the alternative fuel can cut CO2 emissions up to 15%.
Euro Class: Please select the number of Euro class (e.g. Euro 1, Euro 2, …). According to the weight and model year
of the truck a classification can be done based on the reference data published by the European Union. The vehicle
class “Conventional” categorizes crafts which did not upgraded with any after treatment device. The automotive industries set after treatment devices (e.g. catalytic converters, diesel particle filters) to reduce the exhaust emissions in
order to meet the emission legislation. Thus cars without these upgrades are all grouped together under the “conventional” vehicle class. If the Euro class is unknown, please leave this field empty and provide the model year of the
vehicle instead. With that information the Euro class can be identified during the analysis.
Model year: Please insert the model year, when the truck was constructed. This information is just necessary if the
Euro classification is not possible.
Eco-friendly driving training applied: Please select if the drivers attended eco-driving (environmentally friendly
driving) seminars as such trainings reduce fuel consumption considerably.
Environmental friendly tires: Please choose if the truck has environmental friendly tires as their utilization significantly reduces exhaust emissions as well. An environmentally friendly tire is defined as a tire which contains 15-100
% less carbon black than a conventional one. Carbon black is a material produced by the incomplete combustion of
heavy petroleum products mainly used for tires.
Please fill-in all possible fields and return the excel file via e-mail. In cooperation with “Agility logistics”, the analysis of your data will be done as next step. The final results are going to be presented to you as soon as possible. For
any questions do not hesitate to contact us (beka11bk@student.hj.se, gaem1177@student.hj.se).
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Appendix 6
The following appendix provides instructions for an appropriate conduction of the developed EIA, which was sent to the case company.
Environmental Impact Assessment
Of
Road Transportation
Instructions guidelines for data analysis
The here presented analysis basically consists of an excel file which allows the evaluation of already conducted or future road transport services. This assessment takes various dimensions and factors of environmental impacts of road
transportation into consideration in relation to a specific time period (in our test, all road transports within the last
month are presented and can be compared). The results of these calculations form the basis for further improvement
of the transportation flows of the customers.
Basic instruction guidelines for a successful conduction:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Copy the data gathered from the test customers (=file “EIA data collection sheet.xls”) into the template
“data gathered” of the “EIA data analysis sheet.xls” file
Read the document “data collection instructions.doc” in order to understand the meaning of each field and
column, furthermore go through this document to understand how the calculations are done.
Correct mistakes from the gathered data. All green fields (also marked with a star) are compulsory data,
which need to be provided, otherwise no analysis is possible. Some fields can be replaced by others (e.g. if
the Euro class is not given, the model year needs to be provided that the analysis can allocate the Euro class
automatically).
Go to the template “data analysis” in the file “EIA data analysis sheet.xls” file! Here all factors (fuel consumption, exhaust emissions, …) are already calculated.
Sort the data the field “CO emission” which is one of the most polluting exhaust emissions according to the
academic literature. These transports should be improved in first place. However, depending on the needs
of the customer many other factors can be put as first priority (e.g. fuel consumption, costs of transport, …)
as well by just sorting them differently.
If you go to the template “graphs” you can see some examples of how the analysis can be presented to the
customers in the end.

The next sections explain the background of the analysis in order to understand each calculation step. This excel file
basically consists of three main parts.
Part 1:

The fuel consumption of each transport is calculated on basis of the average fuel consumption of vehicles
provided by the European Union. The fuel consumption forms the fundament for calculating CO2 emissions.

Part 2:

An analysis of fuel consumption is done by using reference numbers of estimated gasoline or diesel usage if
you provide estimated values of fuel consumption. This calculation forms again the fundament for the assessment of CO2 emissions. Please note: Estimated numbers are given preference to the average fuel consumption from Part 1.

Part 3:

Most polluting emissions are calculated with the aid of the Euro classification of vehicles which provides
appropriate indexes for pollution related to the kilometers transported.
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Part 1 – fuel consumption based on average
The figure below indicates the first part of the developed road transportation impact assessment. In the beginning the
consecutive number of transport is shown which allows assigning each entity from the data collection sheet to the
data analysis file.

As next step the capacity utilization is calculated as it is an important key factor, which influences fuel consumption.
The higher the capacity utilization, the more efficient is the fuel consumption. The following formula is applied for
the calculation of the capacity utilization:
Actual capacity utilization = tax weight (t) / max. tax weight (t) * 100
Capacity utilization depends on the relation of tax weight (t) to the max. (t) tax weight. Therefore it is of utmost importance to know the type of load. A full load means that the capacity can be calculated from the tax weight as it is
the only cargo loaded into the truck. A part load in contrast refers to a truck, which is not just filled with the amount
mentioned in the tax weight (t) line as other loads are added for instance from the freight forwarders to operate efficiently. Therefore, if the cargo is a part load, the actual capacity needs to be estimated from the test customers in order to enable an accurate calculation of the final emissions. As result, the capacity in this assessment uses the above
mentioned formula except the transport is a part load, than the data in field “estimated capacity” is used as actual capacity utilization.
After this assessment, the fuel consumption is calculated by taking varies factors into consideration. First of all, if the
analyzed company provides practical and accurate information about the fuel consumption per transport activity and
truck type, this data are primarily used for the calculations. Otherwise, average fuel consumption depending on truck
type, fuel type and Euro classification is employed. The next table shows reference numbers for average fuel consumption of vehicles according to the European Union.
Average fuel consumption per vehicle type, technology and EURO classification
Type

Technology

Euro Class

g/km

l/100 km

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Conventional

85

6,33

Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Euro 1 and later

100

7,45

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Conventional

89

7,40

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Euro 1 and later

80

6,65

Heavy duty trucks

Gasoline > 3,5 t

Conventional

177

13,19

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Conventional

125

9,85

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Euro 1 and later

101

7,96

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Conventional

182

14,35

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Euro 1 and later

155

12,22

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Conventional

251

19,79

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Euro 1 and later

210

16,56

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Conventional

297

23,41

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Euro 1 and later

251

19,79

Originally, this table measured fuel just in grams/kilometer, instead of the more commonly used liter/kilometer. In
order to create equal measurement units, diesel and gasoline as well as alternative fuels (average of biogas and biodiesel) were transferred into l/km through the multiplication with the petrol type and the following density factors.
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Density factors of petrol
Density

kg/m3

Diesel

0,8317

Gasoline

0,745

Average (Biogas, Biodiesel)

0,92

As already mentioned above, fuel consumption is among other factors (e.g. engine technology, infrastructure conditions, …) depended on the capacity utilization of a transport. Hence, a full truck causes more emissions due to higher
fuel consumption than an empty truck of the same model. Due to a lack of reference tables in the academic literature,
indexes of a well-known truck manufacturer were applied in order to build equivalent numbers in the frame of this
thesis. The organization summarized the average fuel consumption of their trucks according to capacity utilization, in
order to facilitate emission calculations of road carriage activities. First of all, the provided classification of fuel consumption indicated in the table below, was divided into intervals, ranging from empty, 50 % full and full truck loads
by utilizing the arithmetic average. Consequently those numbers were transformed into percentage rates, which are
applied for the before allocated fuel consumption in liter per kilometer.
Capacity utilization (reference table)

Truck, distribution traffic
Truck, regional
traffic
Tractor, semitrailer,
longhaul traffic
Truck
with
trailer,
longhaul traffic

Range of fuel
consumption
l/100 l/100 km
km
full load
empty
20-25 25-30

Max.
payload
(t)
8,5

Gross
weight
(t)
14

14

24

25-30

26

40

40

60

Arithmetic average (l/100
km)
Empty
50 %
Fully
truck loaded loaded

Arithmetic average (%)
Empty
truck

50 %
loaded

Fully
loaded

22,5

25

27,5

82%

91%

100%

30-40

27,5

31,25

35

79%

89%

100%

22-27

30-37

24,5

29

33,5

73%

87%

100%

28-33

45-55

30,5

40,25

50

61%

81%

100%

In summary, this means that a range was created in order to allocate the capacity of a vehicle to each conveyance activity. An empty truck is defined as a vehicle, which is loaded with 25 % of its maximum. Between 26 % and 74 %
the craft is considered as half loaded and over 75 % the truck is regarded as fully loaded. Depending on the range a
specific transport is allocated to, its fuel consumption is multiplied with the above presented arithmetic average capacity utilization. The table below summarizes these ranges.
Capacity utilization range
Range

Capacity used

Empty truck

0 % -25 %

50 % loaded

26 % - 74 %

Fully loaded

75 % - 100 %

It is comprehensible that the category of truck type explained above is not homogeneous with the classification of vehicle models, explained in the frame of the Euro classification. Therefore a correlation was done, which can be seen
in the following table. This means for instance, a co-called “light duty vehicle < 3,5 tons” (Euro classification) is considered as equal to the “truck, distribution traffic” mentioned in the categorization of the truck manufacturer previously explained. Therefore a link was created which allows calculating the fuel consumption per truck type including
the variations caused by capacity utilization differences.
Allocation truck technology to truck type
Type

Technology
Gasoline < 3,5 t

Truck type related to capacity utilization
range
Truck, distribution traffic

Empty
truck
82%

50 %
loaded
91%

Fully
loaded
100%

Light duty vehicles
Light duty vehicles

Gasoline < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Light duty vehicles

Diesel < 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%
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Heavy duty trucks

Gasoline > 3,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

<= 7,5 t

Truck, distribution traffic

82%

91%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Truck, regional traffic

79%

89%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

12 - 14 t

Truck, regional traffic

79%

89%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Tractor and semi-trailer, long-haul traffic

73%

87%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

20 - 26 t

Tractor and semi-trailer, long-haul traffic

73%

87%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Truck with trailer, long-haul traffic

61%

81%

100%

Heavy duty trucks

> 32 t

Truck with trailer, long-haul traffic

61%

81%

100%

Furthermore, factors like the reduction of fuel consumption due to the utilization of environmental friendly tires or
the application of eco-friendly driving trainings for the truck operators are taken into account. It is estimated that the
application of eco-driving training reduces the average fuel consumption by 10 %. Besides these trainings, the use of
environmentally friendly tires has a high impact on the reduction of exhaust emissions. Here it is estimated that the
use of environmentally friendly tires reduces CO2 emissions by 5 %.
This final fuel consumption of vehicles indicates the necessary fundament to assess the CO2 emissions caused by road
transportation. Other exhaust emissions are generally calculated based on the kilometers. The next table presents the
grams of CO2 produced per liter of fuel combusted. As final step, the before evaluated fuel consumption is multiplied
with this factors to provide the appropriate amount of CO2 generated by each transportation activity. Biodiesel and
biogas are considered as alternative fuel in this analysis. Alternative fuel reduces CO2 emissions by 15 %.
CO 2 emission based on fuel consumption
Fuel type

Grams/liter

Gasoline

0,027

Diesel

0,026

Alternative fuel

15%

Besides the measurement of emissions, fuel consumption is also correlated with current petrol or diesel prices (for the
alternative fuel an average of biodiesel, biogas and ethanol was used) in this assessment. The multiplication of the final fuel consumption with current fuel prices was done in order to highlight possible cost savings by simultaneously
reducing the impacts of road transportation on the environment.

Part 2 – fuel consumption based on estimation
The second part focuses on the consumption of fuel based on estimations. These calculations are basically done in the
same manner as the analysis of fuel consumption by using average reference data, explained above. The only difference is the application of estimated values of fuel consumption provided from you as expert. Therefore the analysis
requests at this point data about the estimated fuel consumption. Please insert the field if possible.
Estimated fuel consumption, fully loaded (l/100 km): Please type how many liters of fuel the truck consumes per
100 km, when the truck is fully loaded. This field is not compulsory. If no information is provided, reference data of
fuel consumption according to the European classification of vehicles is used.
This distinction was made in order to increase the exactness of the assessment on one hand but also to offer a broader
flexibility on the other hand if important data are missing. The preference is given to the estimated values because
employing this information increases the accuracy of the results. Due to the probability that no estimation values are
provided, the application of standard data (Euro classification) is applied in second place. The following illustration
presents the 2nd part of the analysis.
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The calculation process of fuel consumption based on estimation is conducted identically to the assessment based on
average standards (Part 1).

Part 3 – emission calculation
In the third part the calculation of emissions is in the spotlight. Here the most pollutant emission gases are calculated.

The analysis of emissions takes besides the kilometers driven and the model of truck also the type of fuel into account. The fundament for these calculations is provided by the Euro classification as we can see in the table below.
Depending on the categorization, each transportation activity is evaluated by multiplying the amount of kilometers
driven with the here related emission factor.
Pollution factors based on Euro classification
Ozone precursors
Type
Gasoline > 3,5 t

EURO
CLASS
Conventional

CO
(g/km)
59,5

NMVOC
(g/km)
5,25

Ozone precursors, acidifying
substances
Nox
N2O
(g/km)
(g/km)
6,6
0,006

Greenhouse
gases
CO2 (g/km)
calculated
based on fuel
consumption

Particulate
matter mass
PM 2.5
(g/km)
0

Rigid <= 7,5 t

Conventional

1,85

1,07

4,7

0,029

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 1

0,659

0,193

3,37

0,005

0,333

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 2

0,537

0,123

3,49

0,004

0,061

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 3

0,584

0,115

2,63

0,003

0,0566

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 4

0,047

0,005

1,64

0,006

0,0106

0,129

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 5

0,047

0,005

0,933

0,017

0,0106

Rigid <= 7,5 t

EURO 6

0,047

0,005

0,18

0,017

0,0005

Rigid 12 - 14 t

Conventional

2,13

0,776

8,92

0,029

0,3344

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 1

1,02

0,326

5,31

0,008

0,201

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 2

0,902

0,207

5,5

0,008

0,104

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 3

0,972

0,189

4,3

0,004

0,0881

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 4

0,071

0,008

2,65

0,012

0,0161
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Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 5

0,071

0,008

1,51

0,034

0,0161

Rigid 12 - 14 t

EURO 6

0,071

0,008

0,291

0,033

0,0008

Rigid 20 - 26 t

Conventional

1,93

0,486

10,7

0,029

0,418

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 1

1,55

0,449

7,52

0,008

0,297

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 2

1,38

0,29

7,91

0,007

0,155

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 3

1,49

0,278

6,27

0,004

0,13

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 4

0,105

0,01

3,83

0,012

0,0239

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 5

0,105

0,01

2,18

0,0034

0,0239

Rigid 20 - 26 t

EURO 6

0,105

0,01

0,422

0,032

0,0012

Rigid > 32 t

Conventional

2,25

0,534

12,8

0,029

0,491

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 1

1,9

0,51

9,04

0,012

0,358

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 2

1,69

0,326

9,36

0,012

0,194

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 3

1,79

0,308

7,43

0,007

0,151

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 4

0,121

0,012

4,61

0,018

0,0268

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 5

0,121

0,012

2,63

0,053

0,0268

Rigid > 32 t

EURO 6

0,121

0,012

0,507

0,049

0,0013

Finally please sort the results according to the highest amount of CO produced as carbon monoxide is considered as
one of the most dangerous and poisonous existing exhaust emissions. These transports should be improved first hand.
However, a high CO output does not necessarily indicate that this carriage action is the most polluting one. As a matter of fact transport volume and distance have to be taken into account as well by deciding which transport has the
highest improvement priority. Depending on the needs of the customer many other factors can be put as first priority
besides CO. Graphs and Illustrations in the 3rd sheet give examples of how the analysis can be presented to the customers.
For any questions do not hesitate to contact us (beka11bk@student.hj.se, gaem1177@student.hj.se).
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Appendix 7
The following sections present the interview guide, used for in-depths interviews with
the test customers in order to evaluate the quality of the data collection sheet.
Interview guide
Interviewers: Karin Berger, Emmanouil Garyfalakis
We developed an assessment in order to analyze the exhaust emissions caused by road transportation, in
the frame of our master thesis in logistics. You were chosen to test this model in advance and provided us
necessary information about your transportation activities. First of all, we would like to thank you for your
efforts and time, which you spent for the data collection and also for this interview now.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Environmental Impact Assessment which we generated in cooperation with “Agility logistics”.
The results of this interview are part of the quality evaluation of the created EIA and will be inserted in our
thesis. This non-standardized, semi structured interview contains open-end as well as closed-end questions. Therefore, there are no right or wrong answers. Your expertise, experience and knowledge is asked
to improve the analysis.
In order not to overstress your time, the interview is limited to max. 20-30 minutes. If anything is unclear,
please ask immediately during the interview. Furthermore, we ask for your permission to record this interview. A word-by word transcription will be done later on in order to document the content of the interview.
The results will of course be anonymised. Finally, we are going to present you our results in a short report
via e-mail.
Do you already have any questions? If not, we can start …
Company and personal facts
Name of the company:
Name:
Position:
Education (optional):
How long have you been working in this field/area and for your current company? :
Intercept 1 – Introduction questions:
•
•
•

How do you define Environmental Impact Assessment?
What does it mean to you?
Do you think EIAs are or are becoming more important?

In order to provide a mutual understanding of the term for further questions, we would like to provide you
our definition, which we generated based on a literature review. We define EIA as concept which …
is designed to identify and predict the impact of a project, process or activity on the biological, geographical, physical, chemical or socio-economic environment in order to recommend appropriate legislative
measures, programs or operational procedures to minimize their negative impact.
Intercept 2 – Quality of the data sheet:
Instruction guidelines
•

•
•

Were the instructions about the data collection clear?
o Yes
o No
If the instructions were not clear, which part was unclear?
Did you have problems to understand the instructions of any of the following fields? If yes, why
and how?
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•
•

o
Transport number
o
Transport period
o
From (postal code)
o
To (postal code)
o
Distance (km)
o
Tax weight (t)
o
Gross weight classification
o
Cargo type
o
Estimated capacity utilization of truck (if part load only)
o
Type of fuel
o
Euro class
o
Model year
o
Eco-friendly driving applied
o
Environmental friendly tires
Did you have to read the instructions many times?
If yes, how often?

Data collection sheet
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

When you saw the data collection sheet the first time, did you initially knew, what kind of data the
fields were asking for?
Was it in general easy for you to collect the required data?
o Yes
o No
Which 2 factors were the easiest to find/collect them?
Which 2 factors were the most difficult to find/collect them?
Could you collect all the data on your own or did you need the help of your transportation provider
(e.g. freight forwarder)?
How difficult was it for you to collect the following data? Please comment why … Where did you
have to ask another partner?
o
Transport number
o
Transport period
o
From (postal code)
o
To (postal code)
o
Distance (km)
o
Tax weight (t)
o
Gross weight classification
o
Cargo type
o
Estimated capacity utilization of truck (if part load only)
o
Type of fuel
o
Euro class
o
Model year
o
Eco-friendly driving applied
o
Environmental friendly tires
How long did it take you to collect all required data?
o 1 – 3 days
o 4 – 7 days
o More than one week
o More than one month

Analysis results
•
•
•
•

Where the results beneficial for your company?
What part/information of the results was very important for you?
What part/information of the results was the least important for you?
What are you going to do with the results now? Does it change anything in your transportation
structure?
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Intercept 3 – Recommendations and Suggestions:
•

•
•

Which factor do you think was not necessary from a practical point of view?
o Transport number
o Transport period
o From (postal code)
o To (postal code)
o Distance (km)
o Tax weight (t)
o Gross weight classification
o Cargo type
o Estimated capacity utilization of truck (if part load only)
o Type of fuel
o Euro class
o Model year
o Eco-friendly driving applied
o Environmental friendly tires
Which other results, based on your opinion/experience do you think could we should include as
well?
What other analysis results do you need from a practical point of view?

We would like to thank you for your valuable collaboration
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Appendix 8
The following document shows the interview guide, necessary to evaluate the quality of
the data analysis sheet, through interviews with the case company.
Interview guide
Interviewers: Karin Berger, Emmanouil Garyfalakis
We developed in cooperation with you an assessment in order to analyze exhaust emissions caused by
road transportation. As you already tested the model with the provided data from the test customers, we
would like to evaluate the quality of the assessment in this interview. First of all, we would like to thank you
for your efforts and time, which you spent for the data analysis and also for this interview now. The purpose of this paper is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the generated Environmental Impact Assessment.
The results of this interview will be inserted in our thesis. This non-standardized, semi structured interview
contains open-end as well as closed-end questions. Therefore, there are no right or wrong answers. Your
expertise, experience and knowledge is asked to improve the analysis.
In order not to overstress your time, the interview is limited to max. 20-30 minutes. If anything is unclear,
please ask immediately during the interview. Furthermore, we ask for your permission to record this interview. A word-by word transcription will be done later on in order to document the content of the interview.
The results will of course be anonymised. Finally, we are going to present you our results in a short report
via e-mail.
Do you already have any questions? If not, we can start …
Company and personal facts
Name of the company: Agility logistics
Name:
Position:
Education (optional):
How long have you been working in this field/area and for your current company? :
Intercept 1 – Introduction questions:
•
•
•

How do you define Environmental Impact Assessment?
What does it mean to you?
Do you think EIAs are or are becoming more important?

In order to provide a mutual understanding of the term for further questions, we would like to provide you
our definition, which we generated based on a literature review. We define EIA as concept which …
is designed to identify and predict the impact of a project, process or activity on the biological, geographical, physical, chemical or socio-economic environment in order to recommend appropriate legislative
measures, programs or operational procedures to minimize their negative impact.
Intercept 2 – Quality of the data sheet:
Instruction guidelines
•

•
•

Were the instructions about the data analysis clear?
o Yes
o No
If the instructions were not clear, which part was unclear?
Did you have problems to understand the explanations of any of the following fields? If yes, why
and how?
o
Transport number
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•
•
•

o
Actual capacity utilization
o
L/100 km
o
Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o
Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o
Incl. capacity (l/transport)
o
Reduction - eco-training (l/transport)
o
Reduction - green tires (l/transport)
o
Final consumption (l/transport)
o
Costs - current fuel price (SEK/transport)
o
CO2 g/transport
o
CO2 (g/km)
o
Euro class
o
CO, NMVOC, Nox, N2O, CO2, PM 2.5 (g/transport)
o
Sum of emissions (kg/transport)
Was the distinction between fuel consumption based on average standards ore fuel consumption
based on estimation clear in the instructions?
Did you have to read the instructions many times?
If yes, how often?

Data analysis sheet
•
•

•
•
•

•

When you saw the data analysis sheet the first time, did you initially knew, what kind of data the
fields were presenting?
Was it in general easy for you to analyze the collected data?
o Yes
o No
Which 2 factors were the easiest to analyze them?
Which 2 factors were the most difficult to analyze them?
Did you have problems to understand the calculations of any of the following fields? If yes, why
and how?
o
Transport number
o
Actual capacity utilization
o
L/100 km
o
Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o
Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o
Incl. capacity (l/transport)
o
Reduction - eco-training (l/transport)
o
Reduction - green tires (l/transport)
o
Final consumption (l/transport)
o
Costs - current fuel price (SEK/transport)
o
CO2 g/transport
o
CO2 (g/km)
o
Euro class
o
CO, NMVOC, Nox, N2O, CO2, PM 2.5 (g/transport)
o
Sum of emissions (kg/transport)
How long did it take you to analyze all data?

Analysis results
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Was it easy for you to understand the results?
Where the results beneficial for your company?
What part/information of the results was very important for you?
What part/information of the results was the least important for you?
What are you going to do with the results now? Based on that can you improve the transportation
structure of the customer?
If yes, which would be the first route that you are going to improve? Why especially this one?
How are you going to improve it?
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•

What other analysis results do you need from a practical point of view?

Intercept 3 – Recommendations and Suggestions:
•

•
•
•
•

Which factors were not necessary from a practical point of view?
o Transport number
o Actual capacity utilization
o L/100 km
o Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o Incl. capacity (l/100 km)
o Incl. capacity (l/transport)
o Reduction - eco-training (l/transport)
o Reduction - green tires (l/transport)
o Final consumption (l/transport)
o Costs - current fuel price (SEK/transport)
o CO2 g/transport
o CO2 (g/km)
o Euro class
o CO, NMVOC, Nox, N2O, CO2, PM 2.5 (g/transport)
o Sum of emissions (kg/transport)
Do you think that we have to add anything else to our analysis?
Do you need a further explanation for a specific result? If YES please give us a short description.
Please tell us your general reflection about the EIA!
Are you going to use it again in the future?

We would like to thank you for your valuable collaboration
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